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Abstrakt 

 

Satir är en form av humor som används för att kritisera samhället och förlöjliga de som 

styr genom ironi, överdrifter och humor. Det som skiljer satir från andra former av social 

och politisk protest är att den använder sig av just humor för att ändra mänskligt 

beteende. Med vår studie frågar vi oss om man kan använda satir för att sprida 

information och kunskap via ett animerat underhållningsprogram som The Simpsons.  

 

Vår huvudfrågeställning är: Kan publiken av The Simpsons ta åt sig information och 

kunskap inom programmets underhållningskontext samt via dess användning av satir? 

För att få svar på detta har vi också använt oss av sekundära frågor såsom: uppfattar 

och/eller uppskattar personer som tittar på The Simpsons satir? Är animation en lämplig 

eller olämplig metod för att ta åt sig information?  

 

Huvudsyftet med denna studie är att vi är nyfikna på om man enklare kan ta åt sig 

information och allvarliga ämnen i kombination med humor och underhållning. Vi har 

valt The Simpsons som undersökningsobjekt eftersom de var dem som startade en ny 

genre av animerad satirisk komedi på TV. Denna genre är i dagens TV-samhälle väldigt 

populär och det har skapats nya satiriska succéprogram som Family Guy och South Park 

som följd av detta. Vi har också motiverat att det går att använda oss av en Amerikansk 

Tv-serie i en svensk studie eftersom världen är nu väldigt sammankopplad och influenser 

och produkter flyttas mellan landsgränser relativt enkelt, såsom mellan USA och Sverige.  

 

Vi har baserat vårt teoretiska ramverk kring olika typer av genrer, som tillsammans med 

satir kan hjälpa bilda en uppfattning om The Simpsons använder sig av sin föreställda 

satir för att eventuellt sprida information och kunskap.  Som metod har vi till denna 

studie valt att använda oss av fokusgruppsintervjuer där grupperna får se ett utvalt avsnitt 

av The Simpsons och sedan diskutera aspekter av programmet. Med hjälp av dessa 

fokusgrupper vill vi urskilja The Simpsons användande av satir och om den är effektiv 

för att sprida information och kunskap. 

 

Med vår undersökning kom vi fram till att det förekommer delade uppfattningar om att 

använda animation för att sprida kunskap och information. Ena sidan tar upp det faktum 

att den animerade formen är effektiv då begränsningarna är få, den andra sidan påstår att 



	  

animation kan leda till att budskap kan vara svåra att ta på allvar på grund av satirens 

överdrivande och fartfyllda egenskaper. Deltagarna i fokusgrupperna såg tydligt avsnittets 

budskap och tema samt många av de satiriska referenserna. Att använda satirisk humor 

för att sprida kunskap och information kan till viss grad påstås vara ett effektivt sätt att 

nå ut till publiken med budskap och åsikter.  

 

Nyckelord: Satir, The Simpsons, Underhållning, Information, Animation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



	  

Abstract 

 

Satire is a form of humor used to criticize society and ridicule those who govern through 

irony, exaggeration and humor. What separates satire from other forms of social and 

political protest is that it uses humor to change human behavior. With our study, we ask 

ourselves if satire can be used to spread information and knowledge via animated 

entertainment shows such as The Simpsons. 

 

• Our main research question is: Can the audiences of The Simpsons understand 

messages within the show’s entertainment context through its use of satire? To 

help us answer this we also have secondary inquiries such as: Is the satire within 

The Simpsons comprehended by its audiences? And, Is animation an appropriate 

method to engage information at hand? 

 

The main purpose of this study is that we are curious if you can more easily become 

aware of new information and serious matters through the combined use of humor and 

entertainment. We have chosen The Simpsons to focus on because they were the show 

that started a new genre of animated satirical comedy on TV. This genre is in today's 

television society very popular and as a result has created new satirical hit shows as 

Family Guy and South Park. Moreover we also reasoned that it is possible to make use of 

an American TV series in a Swedish study, since the world is now very connected, so 

influences and products move between land borders with relative ease, such as between 

the U.S.A and Sweden. 

 

We have based our theoretical framework around different types of genres that together 

with satire can help form an idea regarding if The Simpsons uses its perceived satire to 

possibly spread information and knowledge. As a use of method we have in this study 

chosen focus group interviews.  The groups are to view a selected episode of The 

Simpsons, and then discuss aspects of the program. Using these focus groups, we want 

to distinguish The Simpsons use of satire and if it is effective in spreading information 

and knowledge. 

 

With our research, we concluded that there are different views on the use of animation 

to spread knowledge and information. One side argues the fact that the animated form is 



	  

effective since restrictions are few. There are some who claim that animation can result 

in diluting the impact of satire. Participants in the focus groups clearly saw the episode 's 

message and theme and many of the satirical references. Ultimately the use of satirical 

humor to spread knowledge and information can to some degree be claimed to be an 

effective way to reach out to the audience with messages and opinions.  

 

Keywords: Satire , The Simpsons , Entertainment , Information , Animation . 
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1. Introduction 

Today we live in a world where satiric humor has grown to be one of the largest, and 

therefore, most influential comedy genres in television. There is one show in particular 

that comes to mind for many people when thinking of a satiric television show, The 

Simpsons. Being fascinated by comedy and satire for a long time and furthermore having 

viewed The Simpsons for many years, we are both dedicated fans of the show. It is perhaps 

one of the world’s most recognizable and appreciated television shows for the past 25 

years and the satiric humor of The Simpsons globally attracts millions of viewers. The 

Simpsons inspired a renaissance of satiric comedy and created a new genre where you 

today can find other animated comedy shows such as Family Guy and South Park.  

 

Matt Groening, creator of The Simpsons once stated in an interview when asked about the 

challenge of remaining in tune with contemporary pop culture and political events: “I 

will say that we definitely like to comment on what's going on in the world, and we try to 

be funny. If we can figure out a way of being funny about it, then we've gone part of the 

way of accomplishing our task” (Murray, 2007). 

 

The comedic form that Matt Groening is referring to, and the humor found in The 

Simpsons can be described as satire. Satire has been a form of comedy used to critique 

society, ridicule those in charge and to challenge norms since as early as the 5th century 

BC (Marc, 1997). What sets satire apart from other forms of social and political protest is 

humor. Furthermore satirists use irony and exaggeration to poke fun at human faults and 

foolishness in order to correct human behavior (Applebee, 1997). According to the 

Oxford Dictionary (2014) satire is defined as: “the use of humor, irony, exaggeration, or 

ridicule to expose and criticize people’s stupidity or vices, particularly in the context of 

contemporary politics and other topical issues”. The power of satire is its ability to create 

a difference, whether it is a change in opinion or a change on a larger scale, satiric 

comedy can be used as a method to produce these differences.  

 

Television traditionally has been seen to “make people dumb” and there seem to be need 

within television audiences to combine the fun and the serious more now than ever 

before. White and Holman (2011) claim that competition over ratings and increased 

commercialization has led to a seeming decline in the ability to engage in open dialogues 
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about politics. They say that writers in television and other media will use irony, fables in 

the text, basically the narratives of satire to make their arguments instead of direct 

political discussions; this can include a show like The Simpsons. Furthermore they mention 

research regarding “political humor and persuasion, information provision, and 

information discounting is quite indefinite” (p.89). Some research has shown that 

entertainment compared to news in media is less effective for supplying factual 

information. Even so, entertainment in media can help in grabbing the attention of its 

viewers and lead them to “further information-gathering”(p.89). Also they assume that 

the relation between popular culture and humor is growing in significance since media 

environment is becoming more complicated and unclear and a lot of changes are 

occurring. Consequently there is now, a lesser perceived difference between serious 

matters and popular culture. If as assumed, entertainment in television is seen as 

becoming the dominant information provider for people who do not watch traditional 

news, then studying the content of this entertainment in television as a form of 

information-source can be thought to be very interesting.  

2. Purpose and Objective 

2.1 The Purpose of this Research Study 

In this thesis we want to analyze the use and impact of satire as a tool for spreading 

information and knowledge within a popular cultural context, focusing in our study on 

the television show The Simpsons. We want to understand through our research if the 

viewers of an animated show with an entertainment purpose can gain information about 

occurrences and issues and if the show can educate its audiences through its satirical 

humor. Academically there can emerge difficulties when researching humor or comedy, 

in this study we argue that satire in The Simpsons can be discussed also within “the realm 

of serious discourse” instead of in the usual “the realm of humour” (Mulkay, 1988, p. 

21).  

2.2 Relevance for us as Media Students 

As media students we have an interest regarding trends in media and we have observed a 

trend in television where satiric comedy programs now are a strong genre. The Simpsons 

sets a tone, mostly ironic, that is now commonplace in animated shows on television 

today and it provided a model for a new generation of animated family sitcoms, such as 
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King of the Hill (1997-2010), Family Guy (1999-2002; 2005-) and South Park (1997-), 

(Henry, M 2012).  

 

Moreover satire can be found in all forms of media such as radio, television and print 

media and therefore we find it relevant to examine satire and the perception of satire 

among viewers, listeners or readers. We are curious to research if audiences can 

assimilate serious topics within a humoristic context. We wonder if the viewers are 

affected more if the message is provided in a ridiculing, ironic or exaggerated manner 

(satire)? 

2.3 Problem Definition 

This thesis primarily attempts to answer the following research question: 

 

• Can the audiences of The Simpsons understand messages within the shows 

entertainment context through its use of satire?  

 

In previous research on similar topics there as been little focus group based research 

done. Therefore we found it interesting to try and answer our question by using this 

method and thereby attempting to answer questions about animated comedy from a new 

perspective. We furthermore discovered areas, when combining satire with our other 

research theories, which were largely un-researched. To answer our main question, we 

have come up with some secondary working questions that may also need to be 

answered:  

 

• Is the satire within The Simpsons comprehended by its audiences? 

• Is animation an appropriate method to engage information at hand? 

• News coverage is merging more and more with entertainment, young audiences 

are watching the traditional news less and can information therefore be spread by 

entertainment instead? (Sternvik, 2009 ; Bergström, 2002) 

3. Outline of the study 

Our study will begin with an introduction where we describe the background of the 

research and present the purpose and the relevance of the study, as well as providing a 

problem definition. Thereafter the context of the study, how our thesis is relevant to a 
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Swedish reader and why we chose The Simpsons as our main research topic followed by a 

description of the show itself. Then follows a summary of previous research within the 

fields of satire, animated television shows and The Simpsons. 

 

After this we present a short summary as to why our theories are relevant to this study, 

this will also be provided in the beginning of every theory presentation. The method we 

have decided to use is focus group interviews. The method will be described in its 

chapter and we will also analyze the material we have gathered as well as present the 

participants and discuss our selection process. The effect that the study may have had on 

our informants will be argued; furthermore we will provide an ethical discussion and 

critique regarding our choice of method. In the method chapter we will also motivate our 

choice of episode that we show our focus groups. Thereafter comes the result of our 

study where we share the outcome of our focus group interviews. The discussion and 

analysis of the result follows next, in this chapter we attempt to find the reasons for the 

result, considering questions and patterns within. The study finishes with a short final 

conclusion where we attempt to provide the reader with an understanding of our 

research and the results that we have found. Likewise discuss the implications that our 

conclusions can have on society.  

 

In regards to our language selection, we chose to write this study in English as all of the 

research sources consulted (books and academic journals) were mainly in English. We 

found no published Swedish study material on this research area relating to impact of 

satire on TV audiences. That makes our study done in Swedish more interesting and 

relevant. In addition, we did not want to have to translate all the English text we read, 

into Swedish. We considered our understanding of the English language to not limit the 

writing for our study.  

4. Context of the study 

In this chapter we will present the context of our study. We argue why and how The 

Simpsons can be relevant for a Swedish study and attempt to show the similarities between 

American culture and Swedish culture. The Simpsons role in today’s Swedish television 

landscape will also be discussed. Then follows an explanation as to why we chose The 

Simpsons as our research topic and how the show is relevant when studying satire plus the 

effects of its animated feature.  
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4.1 American and Swedish Culture 

Swedish and American popular culture is intertwined more now than ever before and The 

Simpsons have been one of the most popular American television shows both 

internationally and domestic for the past 25 years. In Sweden, The Simpsons is shown on 

TV6 , which had in 2013 one of the largest audiences in Sweden according to 

Mediemätning Skandinavien AB (MMS). The episode with the highest number of 

viewers every week in 2014 is usually watched by around 150.000 people (MMS). This 

proves that a rather large number of people in Sweden are still watching The Simpsons.  

 

The main reason for using The Simpsons, an American television program, instead of a 

Swedish program is that there presently exists no Swedish television show in the same 

genre. Also the world today is more connected; the globalization has come far in the area 

of entertainment and television. Therefore an American show can appeal and be relatable 

to European and Swedish audiences in a way that was not possible a couple of decades 

ago. Since we, the researchers of this study are both Swedish, we found it natural to 

study The Simpsons from a Swedish perspective. Sweden can be seen as a typical 

westernized, developed country, that shares a global western culture and interests with a 

lot of other countries mainly in Europe and America. This study mainly proves the views 

of Swedish audiences, but as we will argue the Swedish opinions can be relatable to 

people of other nationalities, primarily of those living in western societies.  

 

Sweden and other European countries have often looked towards the U.S for new and 

innovative entertainment. The transnationalization of media and broadcasting has 

created an environment where popular culture is being spread throughout the world 

across national borders. “The new genre of “infotainment”, for example, was exported 

from US and taken on board by all European countries.” (Esser, 2002, p.25). Along the 

same lines Rolf Lundén and Erik Åsard wrote; “What we call “the American influence”, 

or “Americanization” in Sweden or anywhere else, is a part, although by no means a 

small part, of a wider tendency toward globalization, an increasing interconnectedness of 

the world.” (1992. p.10). As mentioned, Sweden is a country that many claim to have 

become “Americanized”. Franchises such as McDonalds and Coca-Cola are an obvious 

part of the Swedish everyday life and on Swedish television you can daily choose 

between a number of Hollywood movies in the television schedule. Harvey Feigenbaum 

describes this by stating that; “Thanks to American exports, people often become more 
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familiar with American folkways than with their own.” (2011, p.112)  

 

Many European countries such as France, Great Britain and Sweden have a strong 

tradition of public service television and when the import of foreign shows became an 

integrated part of the European television landscape, the mix of foreign and national 

shows that we are used to today were formed. On the same topic Esser (2002) writes; 

“There also seemed to be some indications that American programmes especially 

appealed to younger audiences […] European television came to be characterized by 

simultaneous trends of a continued popularity of American programmes on the one 

hand and of home-produced programmes on the other” (p.24). As the television 

landscape has opened up and the state owned model of broadcasting is nothing but a 

memory, private networks now run the majority of the Swedish television landscape. 

Harvey Feigenbaum (2011) furthermore discusses this type of global television 

phenomenon; he argues that private networks in most countries are increasingly “cost-

sensitive”. They seek profit and therefore import cheap American products over locally 

produced television shows.  

 

When discussing the significance of language a study by Education First ranks Sweden first 

in their English Proficiency Index and language understanding is a large part for us being 

able to choose The Simpsons as our research subject (EF EPI Report, 2012). “The 

formation of national identities continues to be inseparable from language (De Swaan 

1991; Edwards 1985). Essentially there should not be an issue for a Swedish researcher 

to study an English-speaking television program.  

 

To summarize, The Simpsons are shown on one of Sweden’s largest television channels 

several times a day. Globalization is also an important factor for us to use The Simpsons as 

our research topic as American and Swedish culture are closely connected in television 

and other media. Sweden’s high English literacy also gives us reason for choosing The 

Simpsons, as language understanding is an important factor when appreciating universal 

satire.  

4.2 Why Simpsons?  

The reason for us choosing The Simpsons to focus on in our study is primarily because 

there are potential capabilities of the show to entertain us and at the same time evoke 

awareness of things that we might not otherwise see about our beliefs, our societies, and 
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ourselves. “Sophisticated and satirical dialogue ensures that the humor is not typical of a 

cartoon series and unlike other cartoons, the characters are not cute and lovable” 

(Mittell, 2001, p. 20). In April 1990, for example, at the end of the first full season of The 

Simpsons, Harry Waters noted that The Simpsons appealed to adult viewers because of its 

“sophisticated satire and cultural asides only adults would dig.” The following month, Joe 

Rhodes, writing for Entertainment Weekly, made an observation that The Simpsons is “a 

wicked satire masquerading as a prime-time cartoon”. Likewise later that same year, Tom 

Shales, writing for The Washington Post, praised The Simpsons as a “bull’s-eye political 

satire”. (Henry, M, 2012, p.24)  

4.2.1 Vehicle for Satire 

To focus our thesis about satire on an animated television show has its reasons, a lot of 

research claims that animation can function as a particularly effective vehicle for satire. 

For instance, Jason Mittell (2001) claims that The Simpsons, even though being a cartoon 

can still be as real and convincing as most non-animated sitcoms. He also reasons that; 

“Through parodic conventions such as caricature and hyperexaggeration that are typical 

of animation, The Simpsons forces us to question the codes of realism associated with live-

action systems of representation” (p.23-24). But since they are “only cartoons”, the 

writers can heap indignities and trauma upon them without making audiences feel bad 

for the characters” (Thompson, 2009). To further prove that point Jeffrey Weinstock 

(2008) argues in his book Taking South Park Seriously that when you have it with cartoon 

format, it becomes simpler and easier to view, which in turn can increase the message.  

 

A key feature of The Simpsons is that it helps to encourage critique, to expose real societal 

events. The show ridicules advertisements, biased news stories, silly TV-talk shows and 

much more. Creator Matt Groening has expressed that he will joke about anyone he can 

come up with something funny about. This can lead to additional popularity since it gives 

the viewers a sense of “satiric neutralism” (Pinsky, 2007). 

4.2.2 The Simpsons Politics 

In regards to politics in The Simpsons, Paul Armstrong (2005) states that: “The politics is 

sometimes party politics, but we never know whether the series is for and against either 

the Republicans or the Democrats. Because of its critical nature, it is certainly challenging 

the conservatism of the Republicans, but equally challenging of liberalism of the 

Democrats”. Also according to Jim Gleeson (1998), “The Simpsons does not try and score 
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political points”. The show targets falseness, corruption and institutionalized laziness 

wherever they can be found; whomever the writers think deserves it. The notion that The 

Simpsons are non-biased is largely accepted, however Matthew Henry states: “The Simpsons 

can be seen to embody a progressive politics, and it most commonly offers its satire 

from a leftist political position; from this vantage point, the show works to expose the 

potential dangers of ideologies such as sexism, racism, homophobia, xenophobia, and 

religious fundamentalism”(2012, p 7).  

 

Many studies have shown that mainstream media such as film, television, and advertising 

work largely to uphold the dominant norms, values, and practices of many existing ruling 

societies. Yet other studies have shown that mass media can apparently also be used to 

strive for change and do quite the opposite, to establish questioning, contesting, and 

even refusing leading discourses. To understand how and perhaps why certain thoughts 

are preserved or disputed within mass media, Mathew A Henry (2012) contends it is 

useful to examine those media texts that have the broadest reach and greatest popularity 

within the culture. Despite the incursions of new media, television remains the 

predominant form of mass media in many homes and the situation comedy, until very 

recently, its most popular genre. In Sweden the possibilities and methods to watch 

television programs has considerably changed in most recent years. Television has gone 

from airing specific programmes during exact times, to becoming more accessible than 

ever through new media. Though the viewing of traditional television has reduced in the 

last 5 years it is still rather strong with an average daily viewing time of 159 minutes in 

2013 (radioochtv, 2014).    

 

Henry continues to argue The Simpsons in its very long run has engaged more politically 

charged issues than any other situation comedy in television history. As the studies about 

The Simpsons are increasing and many of them argue the show does more than simply 

mirror modern western life. Researchers such as David Grondin and David Feltmate 

state that the show makes regular interventions into the heated debates surrounding 

many of the argumentative issues that have been gathered under the umbrella of the 

“culture wars”, which we will further discuss.   

4.2.3 The Simpsons Genre 

Paul Armstrong (2005) argues that The Simpsons represents a specific genre. Whilst no 

one would doubt it is a cartoon, it is also a sit-com. The basis of the comedy is primarily 
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satire, which utilizes both irony and parody to communicate its political messages. This 

suggests that a viewer of The Simpsons needs not only to have already developed their 

political literacy, but they need to engage in media and cultural analyses, the absence of 

which may impose difficulties to the understanding of the political issues, and limit the 

degree of engagement in the shows respective discussions. In addition to The Simpsons 

being an original innovative series and genre, Mittell (2001) points out a key feature that 

contributes to making the show so special, is in the way it blends genres. This can 

apparently be referred to as “genre hybridization”, the combining of different cultural 

elements into a new arrangement. The idea is that through the audience’s understanding 

of a mixture of genres, the audience is offered varying pleasures and there are more 

possibilities for the writer to develop and for the viewers to eventually experience.   

 

Referring still to Mittell (2007), he says that because The Simpsons are “only cartoons,” the 

writers can heap indignities and trauma upon them without making audiences feel bad 

for the characters” (p. 284). This same tendency may help explain that the animated form 

makes The Simpsons sitcom and its satiric genre more pleasant for audiences. Mittell 

furthermore states that in The Simpsons, “realism emerges not in its adherence to norms 

of live-action programming but from its parodic dismantling of unreal live-action sitcom 

conventions” (p. 285). When these characters question issues through their acts 

concerning democracy, unfairness in society and traditions they do it with a sense of 

compassion and cheerfulness, this highlights the potential context between the fun and 

the serious (Thompson, 2009).  

 

The Simpsons eventually spawned imitators and created new opportunities for animated 

comedy. Directly or indirectly, they produced Beavis and Butt-Head, King of the Hill, 

Futurama, Family Guy and South Park, the show inspired a new genre of television, the 

prime-time animated comedy. Animation opened up a whole new world to the creative 

staff. Writers could now take their characters anywhere, physically and emotionally, and 

there were no actors to complicate matters, likewise no live studio audience to “dictate” 

jokes (Ortved, 2009). 
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This chart was published by Todd Leopold at CNN in 2009. The chart shows The 

Simpsons influence on popular television culture as well as the influencers of the show. 

The Simpsons are at the center, creating a “new” genre of satirical television, connecting 

classic satirical comedy like Saturday Night Live and Monty Python’s Flying Circus with “new” 

satirical television shows such as South Park and The Daily Show.  

4.3 The Simpsons 
In this chapter we present a short factual description of The Simpsons history and how the 

shows making led to further animated satire work and in turn developed a new type of 

television genre. Then we discuss the visual examples of satiric connotations in the show 

that help establish it is a piece of satiric work. 

4.3.1 History  
The Simpsons, created by Matt Groening first debuted on HBO's The Tracy Ullman Show in 

1987. The cartoon premiered as a 60 second cartoon strip that was to play before and 

after commercials. The cartoon later received its first opportunity as a half-hour special 

Christmas show on the FOX network, December 17, 1989 (Henry, 2012).  Less than a 

year after its premiere, The Simpsons was, as Harry Waters aptly described it, “a breakaway 

ratings hit, industry trendsetter, cultural template, and a viewing experience verging on 

the religious for its most fanatical followers” (Henry, 2012 p.1). The show contributed 

immensely to FOX’s expansion (Stabile, 2013).  “The Simpsons has had remarkable impact 

on the television landscape most notably in paving the way for further experiments in 

satirical comedy, on both network and cable channels” (Henry, 2012 p 202). Also, 

parallel to its popular stature it promptly became recognized for its raw satire on existing 
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American society and culture. The Simpsons had become the new “Flintstones family” 

with a dark-humorous satiric twist.  

4.3.2 Satiric References  
The Simpsons is a show made famous by its sharp social and cultural criticism. Its satire 

can be regarded as the core cause for their accomplishments. Furthermore people tribute 

the success and longevity to creator Matt Groening’s rough and dark satiric humor that 

caught the attention and admiration of its many viewers. (Gray, Jones, Thompson, 2009) 

claim that they spoof and in a satirical way joke about probably every televisual genre, 

with news, commercial ads and traditional family sitcoms being most heavily joked 

about.  

 

During an episode the viewer can catch at least dozens of cultural references and 

allusions to popular culture. According to Robert J Thompson's (1996) definition, “Some 

hit the viewer over the head with a brick in terms of their subtlety, and others are much 

more obscure, recognizable only to those well-informed on the intricacies of pop 

culture”. In a scene of episode “Krusty Gets Busted” (1990), Homer criticizes a cartoon 

that his kids are watching, “Itchy and Scratchy”, the oldest daughter of Homer, Lisa, 

replies,”If cartoons were meant for adults, they'd be on in prime time!” (Simpsons 

Wikia). This refers to the show itself, since they poke fun at themselves as The Simpsons is 

showed on primetime and also undoubtedly intended for adults, this is the self-reflexive 

part of the show. Another one of the Simpson characters, Bart Simpson, in episode “Lisa 

the Vegetarian” (1995), proclaims that, “Cartoons don't have messages… They're just a 

bunch of hilarious stuff you know, like people getting hurt and stuff, stuff like that” 

(Simpsons Wikia). This is another example of the creators and writers spoofing 

themselves since The Simpsons also clearly have messages and satire discussions for their 

viewers. Satire is a critique in itself, The Simpsons when parodying TV, are at the same 

time satirizing themselves (Skoble et al, 2011). It seems apparent that The Simpsons are full 

of satiric references and thereby the show has the potential to perhaps influence and 

educate their viewers if they combine their satire with a provoking sense of humor.  
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5. Previous Research 

In our research we have found many previous studies about satire and animated shows 

such as The Simpsons, Family Guy, South Park and King of The Hill. These shows are very 

similar to The Simpsons and share common ground. Therefore studies on them can also be 

useful to us.  

5.1 Parody as a Critical Form 

Jonathan Gray (2006) studies the interactions between intertextuality, parody and 

television through a case study about The Simpsons. With the help of scholarship work 

concerning literary criticism, cultural studies and media research he primarily with his 

own perspective studies parody’s critiquing role.  

 

Gray describes his books’ own study in the beginning through stating; […] I will study 

the powers of parody to talk back to more authorities texts and genres, to recontextualize 

and pollute their meaning-construction processes, and to offer other, improper, and yet 

more media literate and savvy interpretations. In short, I will study parody as a critical 

form of intertextuality, and its talent at invading other texts and at criticizing them from 

within. (p. 4) 

 

An important part to his studies result is through his notion of “critical intertextuality,” 

he defines it as “the process through which televisual texts talk to one another and open 

space for parody, to reevaluate, ridicule, and teach other genres” (p 109). He talks of 

texts and basically how we read and perceive that which is being said in for example The 

Simpsons. His “intertextuality” describes when different texts come together, for example 

political discourse in an animated show. Gray claims that all televisual texts by their 

nature constantly function intertextually and he states that the viewer’s role in 

interpreting the texts is crucial, so it is essentially how viewers’ interpret the texts that 

decide what effect they have. Gray even invokes Mikhail Bakhtin’s notion of the carnival 

and recognizes the difficulties comedy has in “breaking beyond the boundaries of 

spectacle and into the realm of transgression.” Gray argues that while The Simpsons 

probably is not really impacting political opposition via its critiques of the news, “we 

would be wise never to underestimate the powers of comedy and parody to nudge a 

viewer toward greater understanding of and even involvement with an issue” (2006, 

p109). 
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Gray created a case study where he discussed the parody of The Simpsons with 30 

educated informants. So as him, we wanted to choose informants with a higher 

education, as it is assumed they would be more likely to connect the satiric elements of 

the show to the “real” world. Gray found that a majority of his informants explained the 

show as funny “but” smart and this made us curious whether our own informants would 

perceive it in the same way or that they would intertwine the funny and the smart.  

5.2 Magical Realism in Animated Sitcoms 

Alison Crawford (2009) has explored the use of magical realism in the television show 

Family Guy. This research is useful to our study, as we also wanted to see if the realistic 

side of the magical realism in a show such as The Simpsons could help the satiric messages 

provided by the show. Crawford’s main questions were: “whether realism is a reasonable 

or even possible aim for an animated program and whether the existence of magical 

realism is feasible outside of literature” (p.53). These are questions that we also had to 

ask ourselves and with the aid of Crawford’s research we could create our own 

conclusions. She used other shows such as South Park and as well as The Simpsons to 

strengthen her points and she also used summarizations and fragments from the show 

Family Guy to provide the reader with examples. Her research attempted to take the 

concept of magical realism into the 21th century and into the world of animation. From 

her research she came to the conclusion that animation can be an effective vehicle for 

using magical realism, to challenge norms and that Family Guy can be regarded as magical 

realism.   

5.3 Satire and Animation 

Ethan Thompson (2009) used the animated sitcom King of The Hill to research the use of 

stereotypes and satire in the show, as well as the audiences’ perception. He attempted to 

research which elements of the show that viewers found particularly satiric and how that 

affects the viewers. In his own words: “This article seeks to understand how the series 

has balanced win imperatives of being funny and being relevant through an examination 

of the show as “sitcom satire.” He explains furthermore that: ”This article seeks to 

understand the success of King of the Hill as sitcom satire and proposes that the series is 

an exemplar for understanding how this storytelling form engages cultural change as 

narrative content” (p.39-40). The balance between being funny and relevant has great 

significance to our own research. Additionally he compared King of The Hill with other 
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shows in the same genre and tried to explain how satire has grown as a genre in 

American television. To collect data he viewed a large number of episodes to help create 

a picture in which his research questions could find their answer. Thompson comes to 

the conclusion that King of The Hill’s “realistic” features, such as a realistic animation 

and realistic storylines, is the key for its success and what makes it differ from shows 

within the same genre. He explains that “ This cultural authenticity encourages a reading 

of the satire as one more component of its realism […] ” (p.49) Thompsons’ research 

will help us to isolate the features that make The Simpsons satire special.  

6. Theory  

In our theory section we have decided to focus our research on four different genres; 

satire, carnivalesque, magical realism, and infotainment. We emphasize genre instead of 

other theoretical approaches such as narrative, intertextuality, audience studies or others. 

The motivation behind this is that we believe that the genres we have decided to base 

our work on all provide explanation to the satirical aspects of The Simpsons. Here we will 

summarize the main theories that we have used during our research. Using the 

theoretical concept of satire, which is our primary study area, we want to recognize if the 

viewers of The Simpsons can perceive the existing satire. The carnivalesque theory in 

relation to satire will support the notion that The Simpsons can make people aware of 

society critique and public faults. While the magical realism theory can offer 

understanding if the audiences can relate the shows animated form to the real world as 

well as explore the realistic elements of the show. Then finally the theory of infotainment 

will discuss if The Simpsons is a significant or unknowing information source. All of these 

theories consequently are about criticism of society and enlightening, and hopefully they 

can help us when considering our answers to determine the result to our thesis. 

6.1 Satire  

In this chapter we will discuss the meaning of satire, provide a short history, the 

characteristics of satire, the role it has in society and provide an explanation of satires 

place in television. We put much emphasis on satire because it is our primary area of 

research and we need to understand its firsthand uses and features to essentially shape a 

result to our main question: “Can the audiences of The Simpsons understand messages 

within the shows entertainment context through its use of satire?” 
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6.1.1 What is Satire?  

Satire is a term that is difficult to simplify and summarize. “Roman satirist Horace 

favored satire because it deals with important issues in a simple, approachable manner, 

thereby bridging the divide between philosophy and the general public” (Gray et al. 2009 

p.11). This attempts to explain the “little guy perspective” of satire, implying that satire is 

a comedic form suited for “the people” and not those in charge. An expectation for a 

definition, however, is not to be expected when researching satire. It can be understood 

that satire is close to impossible to define as it comes in many forms and seems to 

change alongside society progression and is furthermore definitively problematic as it is 

seen as a sub-genre of comedy.  

 

Dustin Griffin (1994) also supports the impression that satire can be challenging to 

describe. He believes that you cannot try to explain satire with one simple definition. 

Also in regard to Griffins opinions on satire definition, author Michael Vittali (2010) 

questions “if the moral standards and principles of the world are so easy and clear-cut, 

why should one bother with satire?” Vittali then adds argument that “there is no point in 

reading satire only to learn something you already know” and “so the reasons why people 

watch or read satire are far more complex than moral guidance, the world is not black 

and white” (p 12-13). Vittali reasons that with satire, there constantly appears to exist a 

certain level of uncertainty and space for personal understanding. Meaning, there is a lot 

going on under the surface, and that is what draws the reader or viewers interest to 

engage with it. 

6.1.2 Satire Critique 

The critics of satirical humor can see satire as something not to be taken seriously and 

something that makes no difference on today’s politics. This is however not the case. 

Studies have shown that viewers of satirical comedy-shows are more politically aware 

than people who do not. The University of Pennsylvania’s Annenberg Election Survey 

(2004) states that “Viewers of late-night comedy programs, especially The Daily Show with 

Jon Stewart on Comedy Central, are more likely to know the issue positions and 

backgrounds of presidential candidates than people who do not watch late-night 

comedy” (p.1). On the same note Pew Research Centre (2008) published a study which 

argues that: “Regular viewers of The Daily Show and the Colbert Report were most likely to 

score in the highest percentile on knowledge of current affairs” (p.3). Satire has 

undesirable implications that can turn people off, especially if they disagree with the 
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respective ridicule. To summarize “Humor is not the most accurate method for 

transmitting ideas; sometimes we “get” a joke and somebody else is left confused or 

offended” (Feltmate, 2013 p.224). Hence, satire can be troublesome in its appeal and, 

because of this feature; it was not well matched with the “least objectionable” 

programming structures of the network television era. Although, satire can often be seen 

to have a softer element of ridicule that in turn makes its targets unclear, hence the 

perceived unbiased stance The Simpsons can be thought to have (Gray, et al 2009). 

Perhaps a simple reason viewers may not perceive the satire, can be that it does not come 

in an overly intense form?  

  

If you summarize satire from a humorous perspective, satire is not always funny, and 

when it is, “it is not often funny in a belly-laugh, “ha-ha” kind of way” (Gray. et al 2009 

p 4). In conclusion, to “satirize is to scrutinize”, this needs an object to focus and study 

on and, in the end, to try to ridicule.  

6.1.3 Satire in The Simpsons 

According to Feltmate (2013), Jonathan Gray author of Watching with The Simpsons 

discusses The Simpsons’ satirical parodies, arguing that all “sociocultural texts”, such as 

television programs are built upon an extended body of “intertextual knowledge”. 

Furthermore Gray argues that parody, that is an intricate part of satire,  is a “parasitic 

entity which attaches itself to already established genre conventions, making a 

presentation’s underlying structures obvious, and turning the text against itself”. To 

summarize Gray sees parody as a tool for “fighting back”, it can counter and alter the 

understanding of general standards, in turn disturbing the societies norms. Likewise he 

claims parody “bites the hand that feeds it”, it undermines the cultural patterns we have 

already gotten used to and which are now maintaining our normal lives (p 227). However 

satirical parodies are not so straightforward, Gray recognizes that parodies can be 

misinterpreted or overlooked. This can be related to the viewers of The Simpsons, how 

they do not always appreciate or notice every satirical remark. Gray proposes parodies of 

the oppressed can be used to reinforce and maintain established hegemonic discourses or 

already held ideological positions, as humor usually is able to do in general (Feltmate, 

2013).  

 

Feltmate himself also discusses the role that satire has in critiquing society. Stating that 

satirical parodies, “are those depictions which reference other cultural phenomena for 
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critical purposes” and he refers to Peter Berger’s rather simple definition of satire, “the 

deliberate use of the comic for the purposes of attack” (1997, p.167). Many argue that 

satire is being used as society critique or critique in general; this can then be part of the 

interest in a show like The Simpsons since they arguably humorously assess and spoof 

aspects of life that viewers also experience and share.  

 

To understand the use of satire in The Simpsons you can look at how they satirize religion, 

which is an influential part of society. Feltmate states that through his own data gathered, 

after he had watched recordings of every episode of The Simpsons and paused the 

program to every reference to religion, the data ultimately showed that 95% of episodes 

have some reference to religion and only about 5.5% have religion as the main plot 

device. However the cynical attitude towards religion, the show still manages to 

demonstrate religions security and moral foundation by acknowledging the importance 

of the religion in people's lives. So people will likely defend that The Simpsons uses religion 

merely as a satirical element with no harm intended, even if it still has the purpose of 

ridiculing religion (Gray et al. 2009).  

6.1.4 Satire in Television 

In the 1950’s the television medium exploded, since then there has been a gradual rise in 

shows that dare to be satirical, controversial and political. In the early days of television 

there was not much room in the schedule for controversial and edgy programming. 

Audiences wanted either entertainment- or news programming, not the mix that we are 

used to today (Gray et al, 2009). The change from network broadcasting to cable 

narrowcasting on a global level resulted in more channel selections and more niched 

programming. Therefore, today we live in a golden age of satiric comedy television with 

popular international TV-shows like The Simpsons and South Park plus Swedish shows 

such as Parlamentet and SNN News.  

6.1.5 Satires Role in Society 

Political comedy, satire, and parody all provide important critiques that enable 

democratic discourse and deliberation. Satire’s lessons often enable people as an 

audience, a community and a society to recognize the “naked emperor” and through 

their laughter, begin to see realities that have been obscured. Thus satire is for the 

people, often critiquing the prominent authorities and being on the side of the regular 

citizens. In this regard, satire provides a valuable means through which citizens can 
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analyze and interrogate power and the realm of politics rather than remain simple 

subjects of it (Gray, Jones, and Thompson 2009). Satire is often used to challenge 

influential thoughts and opinions, “the butts of the satire are similarly various: priests, 

philosophers, rhetoricians and grammarians. Superficially, the list gives some initial 

definitional purchase, because the common, though not exclusive focus is on the 

delusions of the mind” (Sherbert,1996, p.1). 

 

According to Zoë Druick (2009), works of satire regularly use “texts as metonyms of the 

aspects of the social world most deserving of comment”. Then if it can be assumed that 

the objective use of satire is to critique the political process, or public discourse on 

national or global concerns you can claim that topics being satirized by The Simpsons are 

needed to be more closely looked at. Moreover “as a reality-based speech genre most 

closely associated with the performance of official positions on topics of social and 

political import, the news makes a legitimate target for satiric parody.” (p 301) Druick 

explains essentially why we believe satire to be the helping tool for explaining the 

combination of gaining knowledge or information while being entertained by for 

example The Simpsons.   

6.2 Carnivalesque  

6.2.1 History 

Mikhail Bakhtin, Russian philosopher, literary critic and scholar, is the creator of the 

concept of the carnivalesque. There are several factors of The Simpsons that can be argued to 

be part of a carnivalesque entertainment tradition. The carnivalesque, in combination 

with satire, have been used throughout history to mock and protest social structures, 

leaders and society as a whole much in the same way that the modern adaptation of this 

can be seen in television shows such as South Park and The Simpsons. On the same note, 

Bakhtin explains how carnivals in pre-Protestant Europe created a scenario in which 

“…hierarchies were temporarily suspended and even inverted, no insignificant thing in a 

society ruled by rigid social stratification attributed to divine will” (Bakhtin 1984b, 13). 

The Simpsons use this play with hierarchies to criticize the country, the government and 

also the company that owns them, FOX Network.  

 

Druick (2009) shares Bakhtins views and summarizes the carnivalesque by stating that; 

“The carnival profaned the sacred and overturned the order of things” (p.296). The way 
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of joking about and criticizing the powers in charge is important for a show like The 

Simpsons because it helps them connect with a broad audience and thereby attract viewers 

(Maleki et al. 2013). The Simpsons use of satire is essential in this discussion, as we have 

previously claimed (see chapter 7.1.5) that satire is a form of humor used to criticize 

authority and challenge norms. Combined with its carnivalesque aspects, The Simpsons is 

applicable to Bakhtins definition of the carnivalesque by its use of satire and humor.  

6.2.2 Carnival Features of Animation 

In his research about the satire in South Park, Vittali (2010) has found connections to 

Bakhtins views on the carnivalesque that we also can relate to in our study. For instance 

he explains other aspects of the Carnival, or carnivalesque, that The Simpsons share with 

South Park; “…the town of South Park is depicted as a place where absolutely anything 

can and will happen. There are no restrictions on the depiction of violence and excessive 

behavior, to watch South Park is to watch a carnival unravel before your eyes as there is 

what approaches a complete freedom from restraint” (p.15). The same can be said about 

the city of Springfield where the Simpson family live. The main characters of South Park 

are children but in the end, the children often make more sense than the adults. In The 

Simpsons, the daughter Lisa is often the voice of reason and Vittali writes the following 

about having children as the “guide” to the viewers; “An important element of the 

carnivalesque is the reversal of hierarchical levels, which is especially important for South 

Park. One does not have to watch many episodes before it becomes obvious that 

whoever is in an authority position, he or she is most likely a bumbling idiot. The adults 

are unable to handle any situation rationally, and therefore it befalls to the children to act 

the part as responsible members of society” (p.15). This can be seen in The Simpsons as 

well where the father, Homer, is usually ignorant, stupid and the cause of problems 

despite his adulthood. Vittali explains how, even though many characters are stupid or 

ignorant, there is always at least one character that is “on the audience side” and 

advocates understanding and common sense (p.16). The carnivalesque can also be seen 

in the way a show such as The Simpsons are free from restraint. There are no physical 

boundaries as to what can happen in the show and regarding this, Vittali when describing 

South Park argues “This freedom allows the show to tackle any and all situations in a 

highly ambiguous manner through the celebration of the grotesque” (p.47) 
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6.3 Magical Realism 

6.3.1 What is Magical Realism? 

As mentioned, The Simpsons is a television show that mixes realism (references to the real 

world) with the animated and fantastical, which in magical realism terms can be 

described as the imaginary. In our thesis we want to analyze the use and impact of satire 

as a tool for spreading information and knowledge within a popular cultural context. To 

research The Simpsons from a magical realism point of view can offer us an understanding 

to, if the realism in an animated show can reach audiences with messages, information 

and knowledge from “the real world” despite its animated form. Magical realism is 

described as a technique of storytelling that exploits the combination of realism and the 

fantastic, The Simpsons contain both realistic, and unrealistic characteristics (Crawford, 

2009).  

 

Magical realism is a term, as satire, that has proven to be very difficult to define for as 

long as it has been prevalent. Scholars and critics all seem to have their own definition on 

what the term stands for and one of them, Crawford, describes magical realism as 

follows:  “Magical realism, as the seemingly paradoxical term suggests, is a technique of 

storytelling that exploits the juxtaposition of realism and the fantastic” (2009, p.57). 

Wendy B. Faris (2004) has a similar description of magical realism as Crawford, she 

believes magical realism combines the real world with the imaginary so smoothly and 

organically that the combination of the two worlds seem natural. 

6.3.2 Magical Realism in Television 

Magical realism has grown as a genre in modern television, especially with popular 

animated shows such as Family Guy, South Park and The Simpsons. Magical realism is a 

literature genre that suits the imagination of children and Ann Bowers explains that 

magical realism has become a television genre with the help of the popularity of magical 

realism in children’s books: “Influenced by such children’s literature, there has been a 

growing trend in magical realist television dramas and films for children after the 1970s” 

(Bowers, 2004, p.103). The fact that the “adult” animated genre has grown stronger 

means that the term magical realism grows with it. The animated format provides 

opportunity for television that is grounded in reality to also offer a magical sense that 

anything can happen.   
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Magical realism is most commonly considered a literary genre but novels and books by 

magic realist writers have proven to be suitable enough to be turned in to films such as 

The Witches of Eastwick (1987), Donnie Darko (2001), Being John Malkovich (1999), and 

Chocolat (2000) where reality is mixed with the fantastic. Faris (2004) describes the growth 

of magical realism in film and other culture when saying: “ […] in the cinematic 

mainstream, further attest to its increasing dispersion throughout all contemporary 

culture” (p.89). The thing that unites both literary and animated magical realism is that 

they both exploit entirely constructed realities. As in the case of The Simpsons it is an 

entirely constructed reality simply down to the fact of its animated form. “Animation is 

just as much an entirely constructed reality as literature, the difference being that the 

visual imagery in animation is constructed externally. Prime-time animation, such as The 

Simpsons and Family Guy, is so good at being “about the real” (Dobson p.89) that it does 

what James L. Brooks, co-creator of The Simpsons, always wanted and that is to make the 

audience forget they are watching a cartoon (Solomon, 1993). “Because of its status as a 

completely constructed reality, the insertion of magical elements into animation is 

seamless, like the picture painted by the mind’s eye.” (Crawford, 2009, p.58) 

 

The debate whether magical realism has room in television and film continues but most 

modern scholars agree that magical realism is fit for visual media as well as literature. 

“Literature allows the reader to make use of the mind’s eye to construct the world that 

the magical realist author describes in meticulous detail and to add the magical element 

seamlessly with the use of some imagination. Part of the reason that some are skeptical 

about film’s ability to be magical realist is the fact that it is difficult to achieve the 

“seamless” integration the mind can more easily attain with literary texts.” (Crawford, 

2009, p.58) Magical realism is a term not as common when discussing television as it is 

discussing literature or art although Franz Roh, the originator of the term magical 

realism, seems to imply that it can when he maintained that the theory could be applied 

to all the arts, even television (Faris, 1995) 

6.3.3 Characteristics of Magical Realism 

Crawford (2009) uses Magical realism as a research tool to analyze the show Family Guy 

that has many of the same characteristics as The Simpsons and we aim to do the same with 

our studies but instead use The Simpsons as focus of our research. The fact that it has been 

used to analyze an animated television show confirms to us that magical realism can be a 

valid theory for our thesis.  
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Faris five primary characteristics of magical realism can be used to point out and clarify 

the term magical realism. However in our study we have decided not to explore whether 

our informants see Faris five characteristics in The Simpsons but instead see the 

connection between magical realism and animation as reality. Faris five characteristics for 

identifying magical realism are: 

• The text must contain an “irreducible element” of magic 

• The descriptions of magical events are strongly grounded in the phenomenal 

world 

• The reader may have difficulty reconciling contradictory understandings of 

events  

• Different realms or dimensions impinge on the narrative  

• Accepted beliefs about time, space, and identity are disrupted 

(Faris, 2004, p.7) 

6.4 Infotainment 

The reason for going in to greater detail with this theory is because we are studying the 

ability to grasp information through entertainment purposes. This theory can help 

provide an understanding as to whether information can be gathered from a television 

show such as The Simpsons. In this chapter we will refer to The Daily Show several times to 

clarify the theory’s notion though while we do this we also argue that The Daily Show’s 

significance can be compared to The Simpsons in many aspects.  

 

“Television journalism started with in a medium designed for entertainment”  

(Winch, 1997 p.28) 

6.4.1 History 

The historical evolution of news and entertainment, the combination that make up the 

theory of infotainment, begins from early newspapers to today’s 24/7 cable news 

networks. Daya Kishan Thussu, Professor of International Communication puts a lot of 

specific thought considering the infotainment term to the contrasting models of “for-

profit television” and public service broadcasting (PSB). PSB became the popular model 

after the Second World War in Europe but was, Thussu (2009) argues, in the end 

destabilized, with the collapse of the Soviet Union and the global success of capitalism. 
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Thussu claims that neoliberal hegemony led to the privatization and commercialization 

of PSBs throughout the whole sector of the now globally leading market-driven 

American model, including Sweden. He suggests this destabilizing process of PSB was 

supported by active state participation through the deregulation and the technological 

convergence of television, telecommunication and computing.  

 

Thussu, influenced also by late media critic Neil Postman (Amusing Ourselves to Death), 

argues that the pervasive commercial logic shared among broadcasters creates a need for 

entertaining programming above all else. Soft news, lifestyle and consumer journalism 

flourish. He furthermore intensely claims that the spread of crime, scandal and celebrity 

gossip interest has become “a conduit for the corporate colonization of consciousness, 

while public journalism and the public sphere have been undermined” (2009, p.11).  

6.4.2Culture Wars 

David Grondin (2012) claims that Jon Stewart, host of The Daily Show, a satirical 

television news program, plays a crucial role in critiquing news media coverage in 

American politics, and can also be cast as a “culture warrior”, although an unwilling one. 

This gives him a voice within the prime medium of infotainment, television. Grondin 

argues in his article that infotainment is connected to the constant culture wars. He 

believes; “that satirical/political infotainment TV is an important locus of the culture 

wars and must be studied carefully because it plays a political role in mediating their re-

enactment” (p.353). Therefore he likewise considers that infotainment TV shows do not 

necessarily willingly associate themselves with the term, because all TV can be seen as 

feeding both sides of the culture wars. The ‘opposing sides’ in this are the conservatism 

and progressivism/liberalism subjects associated with satirical/political infotainment TV 

media. The Simpsons can be seen as part of the culture wars because of their satirical and 

political humor and therefore an important part of the infotainment genre. Many can 

also interpret The Simpsons as an unwilling information source in the culture wars, as Jon 

Stewart, with a fairly neutral standpoint though based somewhat in liberalism. Henry 

(2012) said:  “Simpsons regularly incorporates many of the culture war issues and debates 

into its comedic frame, via both parody and satire, and thus provides a rich text for the 

analysis of both television and American culture.” (p.3) 

 

Grondin also mentions that even though shows like The Daily Show all assume a popular 

form of reporting current affairs and news programming, they are still seemingly 
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“personal opinion” news programs. As a result, both satire and opinion news programs 

willingly qualify as “entertainment news” or “infotainment” foundation. Even though 

The Simpsons cannot be seen as a news program, it can definitely be seen as a program 

that expresses opinion and can therefore be seen as part of the infotainment genre. For 

example The Simpsons can be perceived as a comedy program that entertains through 

pointing out the imperfections of modern media discourse using humor, parody, and 

fundamentally satire, all fairly comparable to The Daily Show.  

6.4.3 News Entertainment 

Grondin also suggests that The Daily Show and satirical/political infotainment TV have 

become not only a reliable political source but also a subject of increasing interest in 

political communication studies. He moreover refers to Neil Postman’s observation, that 

television as a medium decided that “news is nothing but entertainment” (p. 112). News-

shows have as a result become entertainment, or infotainment because of people 

watching TV and wanting to be amused instead of informed or else they might change 

channel. Essentially, if news is nothing but entertainment, there is no reason why you 

could not gather information from The Simpsons.   

 

Scholars such as Gray, Thompson and Jones (2009) have also demonstrated that 

entertainment news programming or “soft news” is an important source of information 

for those who do not pay attention to traditional news sources. Groening, creator of The 

Simpsons, says he tries “to use the guise of light entertainment to wake people up to some 

of the ways we’re being manipulated and exploited” (Holman, White, 2011, p.91). People 

are seemingly now choosing entertainment over information, that is why they now prefer 

to view the two combined, that is for example what The Daily Show with Jon Stewart and in 

many ways The Simpsons with their political and critical themes achieve.  

 

Satirical and political infotainment represents a new televisual mediascape offering a lot 

of room in media for politics to be offered in new ways and seen through new 

perspectives and for alternative forms of engagement with politics to emerge through 

other issues and methods (Jones, 2005). In Kenneth Michael White’s and Mirya 

Holman’s (2011) research on politics in the first five seasons of The Simpsons they found 

that already from the start “…every single one of the 103 episodes contained at least 

some political elements” and the show “takes on the subject of controversy,  

i.e., politics, on a regular basis. Nearly 30% of the shows are devoted to an entirely 
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political storyline” ( p.96-97). 

 

Nicole Morell (2007) later concludes with saying that “it is hard to say exactly what 

infotainment is, but it is easy to argue that stories like the OJ Simpson trial or the death 

of Anna Nicole Smith are hard news stories that affect a large number of people. Surely 

one can say that part of the reason that stories such as these receive so much coverage is 

that they are entertaining” (p.8). As with Jon Stewart, his popular “media niche” is that 

he acts as both a “court jester and a journalist at the same time” (Jones, 2005, p.107) 

while The Simpsons also provide its viewers with a similar combination.  

7. Method 

This chapter is about the methods involved in our study process, how they are used to 

support us in answering our thesis. We describe the foundations and reasons for using a 

focus group interview, the advantages and disadvantages and linking it to relevant 

theoretical concepts. Then we discuss the groups and details concerning the respective 

participants and how we thought the interviews went, likewise discuss their ethical 

guidelines. Also we mention the dependability of our interviews, how much can we 

rightly conclude from them. After that we describe the reasons for choosing the 

particular episode we showed to our focus group participants’. 

7.1 Focus Groups 

Focus groups are an interview technique where a number of people are interviewed 

simultaneously and often are encouraged to interact within a group. It has not been 

undeniably proven that group interviews produce more information than individual 

interviews however the interactions within the group can spark new ways of thinking 

(Fern, 1982). The focus group setting can for participants seem somewhat uncomfortable 

or unnatural; Robert Merton writes that many focus groups are not “[…] groups in the 

sociological sense of having a common identity or a continuing unity, shared norms, and 

goals” (1987, p.555). Groups where the participants have similar background, 

personalities or ideas seem to be more likely to achieve a good result for the moderator. 

David Stewart, Prem Shamdasani and Dennis Rook argue; “A major issue in group 

dynamics research is the influence of group members’ demographics, personality, and 

physical characteristics. Although the findings are not conclusive, they seem generally to 

favor the idea that groups that are relatively homogeneous are more productive and work 
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better.” (2007, p.10). We decided to show our participants a specific episode of The 

Simpsons to act as a stimulus to encourage discussion afterwards. This is a common 

method in television studies (Kitzinger, Barbour. 1998, p.11-12). When refining the 

material gathered in the focus group interviews and constructing conclusions we can only 

provide our own interpretations of “realities”. Even though these can “at least partly 

reflect an external reality”; we cannot fully provide realities based on our results. (Höijer, 

2008, p.278). For us there are risks when maintaining serious discussions about humor 

and comedy since humor and serious discourse are opposites of each other (Mulkay, 

1988). 

7.1.1 Population 

Our research participants men and women between the ages of 20-30 years. We chose a 

relatively young audience for our research to ensure that the participants had grown up 

with television as a natural part of their everyday life. We wanted to examine if TV 

viewing audiences were aware of knowledge and information gain through television 

viewing. Gender was not a factor in consideration for this study, since we believed we 

could be acquiring required data to work with from both men and women. We wanted to 

know what viewers saw and understood when watching satiric-comedy on television 

therefore it did not matter specifically what men or woman saw and understood.   

7.1.2 Sample 

We decided to use relatively small focus groups and we had a total of seven Swedish 

participants, divided in two groups. The first group contained three females and one 

male while the second group contained two females and one male participant. In total 

the ages ranged between 23 and 29 years of age with an average of 26,25 in the first 

group and 25,66 in the second. All participants were students at University level.  

 

In Jhally’s and Lewis’s (1992) study of The Cosby Show (NBC 1984–1992) they used a 

selection method where they encouraged the respondents to form their own groups by 

recruiting family member, friends and other people close to them. We decided to follow 

this method in our selection, as we wanted a conversation that would not be stiff and 

impersonal; “In an informal setting, conversation could not be allowed at appropriate 

moments to flow freely without interruption by the interviewer” (p. 10). Kitzinger (1994) 

adds to this meaning that groups where people have previous relations can provide a 

more relaxed setting for discussion to flourish. The prior personal connection between 
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some of the participants had the additional advantage that they could relate to each 

other’s comments from their personal life as they in many cases had shared experiences 

(Kalviknes Bore, I-L. 2012).  

 

In focus group research, it is often said that a mix of gender can provide greater 

discussions. Stewart et al. (2006, p.28) claims “that there may be greater conformity of 

opinion in mixed-sex groups than in single-sex groups because participants then place 

more importance on civility”. In the beginning of our selection process, we did not 

believe that gender was a priority. Then when our groups were formed, we realized that 

we had a majority of female participants and beforehand we had narrowed down our 

episode selection to three fan-admired episodes with different themes. So after noticing 

that we had a majority of females we decided on the episode where the main theme was 

feminism. The reasoning behind this was that we believed that feminism as a topic would 

be more thought provoking for our female participants as well as an interesting topic for 

our male participants.  

As mentioned in chapter 6.1, Gray (2006) selected “educated” informants for his 

research and we decided to do the same. For the reason that, as argued by Gray, 

educated viewers would more likely perceive the satire and be able to connect it more to 

the world outside of the show, thereby providing us with a deeper discussion and deliver 

more thoughtful answers to our questions.  

7.1.3 Validity and Reliability  

When constructing focus groups to provide us with the material that we need to draw 

our conclusions, we were careful to not let our topics (satire, humor) lead to a frivolous 

discussion. There are risks in holding serious discussions about humor and comedy; 

”humorous and serious discourse operate according to fundamentally different 

principles” (Mulkay, 1988, p.7).  

 

For our small-scale study the number of participants used is by us considered sufficient, 

however if the study were to be made on a larger scale more participants would be 

needed to form rich and complex data. Likewise it is in the end important to emphasize 

that this is a small-scale study and that the results cannot provide an answer to our 

research questions on a larger scale. We wanted to gain information from our 

informant’s views and discussions so that we would learn of their personal perspectives. 

We wanted to understand how they perceived the shows’ use of combined entertainment 
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and information and if they accumulated knowledge and thoughts while viewing the 

episode. Furthermore it is always hard to know if you ask the right questions during 

interviews, and a problem for us was to try and steer our groups conversations if needed 

but not in a leading way towards a discussion more relevant to the satire topic. 

 

When using respondents with close similar age, background and social profiles as we did, 

there are some restrictions and limitations to our research. In our case we do believe that 

this worked as a positive factor, the setting felt informal and our roles as moderators was 

not seen as too formal and the discussions could therefore be held in a relaxed and 

comfortable manner.  

7.1.4 Analysis of Focus Group Interviews  

When we had transcribed the focus group interviews and had all the data at hand, we 

began examining the collected data or mainly looked at what had actually been said in the 

discussions. We used the scissor-and-sort technique mentioned by Stewart et al. (2007), 

which can also be called the cut-and-paste method. This particular methods first step is 

going through the transcript recognizing those segments of it that are significant to 

answering the research question. This technique depends greatly on the decisions of the 

analysis’s who determine which segments of the transcripts that are important. Though, 

there is an obvious risk for subjectivity and potential presumptions when using this 

method there is still reason for this method to be genially detailed and performed 

efficiently. Plus this is also not too time craving.  

 

After the data was gathered from focus groups, we analyzed the content within the 

context of our thesis. Our focus was to examine whether or not the participants were 

aware of being entertained and informed at the same time when watching the selected 

Simpsons episode. Likewise, we wanted to understand if they appreciate and realize this 

themselves, and this particular effect is what we built our discussion to revolve around, 

the effect of being informed via entertainment. 

7.1.5 Effects of our Thesis during Interviews  

Something important that we had to think about beforehand and during our focus group 

interviews was keeping the group discussions as natural as possible. We wanted to avoid 

influencing our interviewees and not intentionally affecting their thoughts into thinking 

from a satiric perspective. The participants’ views were not to be controlled by us. That 
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was why it was essential the questions would not reveal our own personal suggestions 

and in turn influence the answers we received. Also the participants felt no effect of time 

pressure since they were given enough time to answer and discuss their opinions since 

we held the discussions when all participants had no classes or work duties elsewhere. All 

this was very imperative as our study concerns the understanding of what the 

participants normally perceive. 

7.1.6 Ethical Guidelines  

We brought with us to the focus group interviews a paper with our interview guideline 

and questions, essentially what we would say to the participants. Already from the start 

we told them that the group interview session would be recorded and they were to be 

anonymous. Then we read to them the guidelines and rules we had for the group 

interview. We wanted the group to feel comfortable and not pressured into answering so 

it was explained that they at any time could leave the interview and did not have to 

answer questions if they did not want to. Anita Gibbs states, “that being honest and 

keeping participants informed about the expectations of the group and topic, and not 

pressurizing participants to speak is good practice”(1997). In addition we encouraged 

them to not be afraid of disagreement between each other. We also read for them a small 

text with basic information and in a relaxed way described what we were researching and 

its respective purpose. Then we informed them of what the information we would gather 

from the interview would be used for. 

7.1.7 Quote Translation  

Since our interviews were held in Swedish we have decided to translate the quotes from 

our focus group interviews from Swedish to English. The reason we chose to do this is 

to make sure that the reader will have a pleasant reading experience and that we thereby 

are consequent in our use of language. Of course, there are some issues with translating 

the data that our informants have given us. Firstly, some meaning can be lost as certain 

words can be difficult to translate; another negative aspect is that we as translators can 

influence the result with our own language understanding. We have attempted to be very 

careful to contain the quotes as close to their original form as possible. The original 

quotes will be available in appendix so that the reader is given the opportunity to read 

the original source in the original language.   

7.2 Episode Selection 

The episode “Lisa vs. Malibu Stacy” first aired in February of 1994 and is the 14th 
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episode of the 5th season. The episode has two main themes, one about the struggle of 

getting older and finding a place in society, the other about feminism, consumerism and 

the roles of role-models. In the episode, the daughter Lisa fights with a big company 

over the release of a new talking doll. The doll utters anti-feministic statements such as 

“Don’t ask me I’m just a girl” during the episode. This is based on a real life incident 

where a Barbie doll said statements such as “Math class is tough” (Firestone, 1993). This 

makes Lisa worry about the influence it might have on other little girls. The grandpa of 

the family, Abe, struggles with ageing and finding a place in society as a senior citizen. He 

attempts to find a job and realizes that it is fine for him to be old because he has already 

been young.  

 

We chose this episode most importantly because of two main reasons; the obvious satire 

and theme that occurs in the episode as well as that Swedish and American audience can 

likely relate equally to the main theme, feminism. The feminist theme of the episode is 

still relevant in 2014. Subsequently it would not be too demanding for the participants of 

the focus group to understand what the episode was first and foremost critiquing and 

focusing on, in this case feminism was the main theme to be discussed. “The episode 

‘Lisa vs. Malibu Stacy’, […] provides what is perhaps the most overt critique of sexism 

and patriarchy to ever appear in an episode of The Simpsons” (Henry 2007).  

 

In the episode Lisa yells at Bart and expresses in a frustrated manner: “It's not funny, 

Bart. Millions of girls will grow up thinking that this is the right way to act, that they can 

never be more that vacuous ninnies whose only goal is to look pretty, land a rich 

husband, and spend all day on the phone with their equally vacuous friends talking about 

how damn terrific it is to look pretty and have a rich husband”. The quote is voiced early 

on in the episode; it offers a rather proper expressive account of what the episode 

attempts to primarily concern through its humorous story-plot. In addition the episode is 

loaded with the usual large amount of satirical references to movies, world events and 

more. It is also an episode, which we personally consider to be funny and may offer a 

few laughs, thereby it would be possible for the viewers to further enjoy and relax while 

watching. Furthermore the episode was viewed in English, however it had Swedish 

subtitles. 
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8. Result 

In this chapter we will present the result collected from our focus group interviews, 

providing the opinions of the participants and the discussions within the groups. The 

interviews will not be presented separately but instead we have divided the result into 

different categories relevant to our study. There were some key words mentioned during 

the interviews and we provide them here to offer an overview of the focus group 

discussion topics: Feminism, consumer behavior, social criticism, irony, exaggeration, 

humor, gender roles, advertising, political matters, media criticism and dark humor. This 

chapter begins with a short description of the participants of both groups as well as the 

moderators.  

 

Group one will be referred to as 1.0 and the first participant in group one will be referred 

to as 1.1 while the second groups first participant will be referred to as 2.1. 

 

0.1 - Moderator, age 23, Male,  

0.2 - Moderator, age 25, Male 

1.1 – Participant, age 29, Female 

1.2 – Participant, age 25, Female 

1.3 – Participant, age 26, Female 

1.4 – Participant, age 25, Male 

2.1 – Participant, age 23, Female 

2.2 – Participant, age 25, Female 

2.3 – Participant, age 29, Male 

8.1 Previous Experience 
The participants in both groups had previously been exposed to Simpson’s episodes and 

were all well aware of what the show was about and how it ordinarily represented itself. 

There was no real difference between the male and female previous amount of viewing 

except for one male participant who claimed he had maybe seen every episode. While 

there was one female participant who claimed she had not seen that many episodes 

before, and was not really keen about the show. Besides this both sexes showed no real 

difference in opinions. It was a female participant who stated that she had previously 

already seen the episode shown during the interview. It was not important for us that the 

participants had to have or not have previous knowledge or experience of The Simpsons. 

However it might have been interesting to the result if a participant had no 
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understanding of the show beforehand, though this would have been very unusual since 

The Simpsons is possibly one of the most recognized media brands in the world.   

8.2 Spreading Information and Knowledge with Animation 

When discussing whether audiences can gather information/knowledge from The 

Simpsons or not, you cannot ignore the fact that the show is animated. The informants of 

our focus groups could either not agree on the use of animation as a vehicle for 

important and real messages. However the majority agreed that it was a good method as 

the shows topic could be highlighted and exaggerated in a way that a show with “real” 

actors could not. Particpant 2.3 said: […] I believe that animation can have an advantage 

instead. There is a risk of getting silly but they can also play with fantasy. Considerably. 

Really go for it. So I think that it can be a good forum for spreading criticism of society 

in that way. I think so”. As Vittali (2010) wrote in his study about South Park, general 

norms are often turned through the use of fantasy within carnivalesque entertainment, 

and when speaking of the serious aspects of the show participant 1.3 said that “Homer 

and Bart totally ignores it during the whole episode”. This is a typical aspect of the 

carnivalesque where adults are behaving like children and children behave like adults in a 

way that turns the societal norms.  

 

One of the many opinions mentioned in focus group one was the possibility for the 

creators to “hide” behind the animated format, in comparison if a real life actor would 

express the views and opinions of the show he or she would be responsible for those 

actions in a way that an animated character is not. “[…] you can protect yourself, hide 

behind and get some distance from them if you keep it animated” (1.2).  Participants 2.1 

and 2.2 were not particularly fond of animated television shows and found it difficult to 

stay fully attentive and respondent to the show. Then 2.2 pointed out a weakness when 

claiming The Simpsons as a show within the genre of magical realism when she stated that 

the realism got “interrupted” by animation, saying: “ […] But I think I would have 

connected more with it if there were real people”. When animated comedy is not a genre 

that you appreciate we found that our participants found it more difficult to be receptive 

to the satiric elements of the show.  

 

Participant 1.2 mentioned that she found this way of spreading information and 

knowledge more easily relatable to her, she further stated that the animated form could 

reach audiences that would not be reached by more “serious” programs. This can be 
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seen as an important factor of the animated televisions shows roles in spreading 

information and knowledge. Group one agreed that the animated world of The Simpsons 

was based on the real world that we all live in and that The Simpsons act as a social 

commentary, using irony and satire.  

 

In relevance to the general view of The Simpsons 1.1 had to say: “I think that because it is 

animated then it’s not like a individual or real human is being responsible for it and you 

can exaggerate a lot more and as well as in that, um, reality you can make everything 

bigger, and like more exaggerated, it does not feel believable to have it as people and 

therefore you do it, for it is to understand that it is humor and not reality it is just a 

comment on reality, it would perhaps be more clear if there were real people”.  

8.3 Combining Information with Entertainment 

The infotainment theory has been an important theory in our thesis and we wanted to 

find out what our informants thought about merging information and entertainment. 

Both groups seemed to agree that the trend in modern media was the mixing of genres, 

that the two sides of information and entertainment had merged. Again the discussion of 

reaching different audiences was brought up; perhaps the people who watch The Simpsons 

can become aware of issues without even watching the news according to our groups. 

Enjoyment also seemed to be an important factor behind the need for information and 

entertainment to merge. Pure information was considered to often be monotonous so by 

mixing in some entertainment the informants claimed that the enjoyment would rise and 

therefore you would be more accessible to the information. Participant 1.4 stated: ”If, for 

some reason, you need to gather information, I do not know what it would be but you 

might need to know something about a particular product to use it later. Then it is often 

very dull information to process. In that case it would have been good maybe if there 

had been a humorous element to it […]”.  

 

When discussing the use of humor and entertainment to present important issues one of 

the participants, 2.2, referred to Swedish stand-up comedians and she thinks that their 

social commentary really reaches people with their jokes. The messages and information 

within The Simpsons was not always seen as obvious but participant 1:4 claimed that it is 

often there, providing the show with serious undertones and if you look carefully you 

could find messages. Participant 2.2 agreed, saying that “every episode brings up 

something that, um, is interesting, interesting questions, without them would just be a 
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children’s show kind of ”. The participants also mentioned that entertainment could be 

good for making the messages feel less punitive. Instead of being “fed” with important 

issues the mix between entertainment and information is perceived as a more accessible 

model for receiving information. As group two discussed:   

 

2.1 - It is the simplest way, it is easier to laugh than to sort of stand and yell at 

each other. 

2.2 – Mm, it is easier to connect when it is made in a fun way instead of someone 

standing and dictating.  

 

In conclusion: “[…] it is as we said in the beginning, to joke about serious things, that 

reaches people I believe” 2.2 

8.4 Swedish and American Culture 

In our research we have tried to relate our studies of an American television show to a 

Swedish audience. Both our groups agreed that American and Swedish culture is relatable 

to each other and 1.1 expressed that we share a lot of our culture with America. When 

showing the episode the two main themes, feminism and aging, was furthermore 

considered to be universal and relatable to Swedish audiences by our participants. One 

participant, 1.3, stated that feminism was a topic close to her heart and she expressed 

delight that the topic was brought up by The Simpsons. All participants saw the fact that 

the episode we chose regarded feminism as appropriate since everyone had an opinion 

about that particular topic, on the other hand as 1.4 said: ”It might have been more if 

there was a political message in one of the episodes as the politics differ quite a lot 

between the countries. That could have been the case, but in this I think that, yes I can 

relate to it” 

 

In other words, the purely political aspects involving the American politics could be hard 

to grasp and relate to as a Swedish viewer although the more universal and global issues 

such as feminism and ageing crosses nation boundaries noticeably easier.  

8.5 Influence 

In both groups we discussed how and if shows like The Simpsons could influence their 

viewers, especially regarding politics and views on society, that are important features of 

satire. When discussing the influence, we also discussed who was being influenced. 
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Group two had a clear image of who they considered to be the average viewer of the 

show, claiming that they are men, mostly in their teens or early twenties. When they had 

expressed their view on the average viewer we wanted to know if the show, with their 

messages and ideas, could have influence on them as an audience. This is what group 

two, in brief, had to say about influencing: 

 

2.2 – […] then I believe, if there are five fourteen-year-old boys watching this 

episode then I think that they are like “that is lame”, kind of like that. But then I 

think, they might discuss it and be like, this is lame this is not the way it is. Then 

again I believe that they might have gained something when they go home. I 

think so. I do not think they are like, “ok this is how it works, tomorrow I’m 

going to change this” and go to school. Yeah, I do not think that. 

2.3 – No, but encourage thoughts kind of 

2.2 – I mean, yes. 

2.1 – Mm 

2.3 – That I think it does. Simply by watching it as I consider the message so 

clear. That makes it stick to people watching, it does. Then what you do with 

those thoughts.  

 

Within the same line of discussion, 2.3 used South Park as an example of an animated 

television show with the ability to influence young audiences: “ […] I think that South 

Park for instance has impressed the hell out of a lot of kids in these younger ages like 

fourteen, they can probably think it is super cool. So I believe that they have the power 

to influence younger people for sure.” 

 

In group one the discussion related to influence provided two different answers, 1.2 

claimed that you could influence and guide your viewers using an animated television 

show meaning that the fans of the show subconsciously get fed with hidden messages 

within the show. Participant 1.1 disagreed arguing that: “ […] You might get the message 

and understand what they mean but not necessarily change your opinions”. The others 

eventually agreed with what 1.1 said and 1.3 pointed out the fact that if you had no 

previous opinion about the issues brought up by the show, it could influence you.  
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Repetition also seemed a factor of influence when 1.4 answered: “Absolutely, if you like 

the overall humor to make you follow the episodes and come back each week, watch 

every episode. I mean like it, like the characters, think that it is funny, it is entertaining 

and all of a sudden they throw in these, kind of, guidelines or try to guide you a certain 

direction in a question. Then that can affect you since you connect with the humor every 

week and thereby possibly those things also”. Meaning that if certain messages are 

repeated through the use of irony, satire and comedy it can lead to change in opinion or 

that the opinion you already had can be strengthened. The simple fact that you 

appreciate the humor makes you more responsive to the messages within the shows 

entertainment context.  

8.6 Gender roles  

The episode that we chose to show the participants of the focus groups had an obvious 

feministic theme. Therefore we discussed the portrayal of gender roles in this particular 

episode and if, through the use of satire, real life issues were touched upon. We wanted 

to know if real emotions about this topic would be evoked or if the viewers would be 

ignorant to the theme.  

 

The majority of our participants were female and therefore we had previous expectations 

that they would have opinions on this topic and that they perhaps could relate to their 

own personal life. In group one, the first participant who spoke up was male 1.4 and he 

expressed the stereotypical aspects of the episode as follows: “I thought about that it is 

very typical in the episode that it is a woman, well a girl that reacts to the feminism. Of 

course the characters in The Simpsons are created in a way that it is Lisa who reacts to 

these sorts of things but it feels it could have been another person who took that part. So 

it is very typical that a girl reacts on the feministic, ok it is girls who it concerns, but it 

would never happen that a guy reacts in that way. To take the initiative and pursue this 

matter. It feels very gender divided.” 

 

1.2 agreed with the view of 1.4 and said: “That was an interesting reflection, I did not 

think about it but it is true. That they could have done it that way, well now Lisa is the 

way she is as you said, but that yeah. They could have. They would have taken a step 

away from the gender roles if the male characters had reacted. And then that the girls 

were all “Hihihi”, did not get it, only Lisa got the problem. But in the same time they 
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might have shown that side to bring the issue to the surface. That not many people 

actually see what it is […]” 

 

That a female reacted on feministic issues seemed according to our informants less 

effective than if a male would have done the same. Also the other females, apart from 

Lisa in the episode, were depicted as ignorant and stereotypically female and the male 

characters were portrayed as equally ignorant. This is strengthened by this quote from 

1.4: “[…] That it is a girl that reacts and who is the driving force throughout the episode 

and that no one else really cares. Homer and Bart totally ignores it during the whole 

episode”. Likewise 2.3 agreed that the other females portrayed in the episode “[…] 

defended the female stereotype to a great extent […]”. Both groups agreed that this 

method was used to highlight the person who was actually right, in this case Lisa, and 

that the other females were exaggerated in a way that made the issue even more clear. 

Another opinion expressed on the gender roles in this episode was by 2.2 “[…] If you 

have two kids, a boy and a girl. The girl is the good, cute girl kind of and the boy is the 

mischievous, crazy boy who runs around screaming.” On the same note 2.1 described 

Bart Simpson as an annoying, attention seeking child and she also expressed that he 

behaves as a typical boy his age.  

 

When we understood that, according to our informants, females were mainly described 

as vain, ignorant and stereotypical we asked how the males were described. Apart from 

Bart and Homer, as mentioned, other male characters in the episode were described as 

powerful, in control of the community and interested in money. Participant 2.2 said, “ 

Middle-aged men have the power”. Furthermore in the episode the differences between 

girls and boys are shown and 2.2 and 2.1 explained this: 

 

2.2 – Yes it is girls who are supposed to be cute, nice and a bit stupid whereas 

boys are going to fight. 

2.1 – Yeah, fight and make money and have knowledge and power 

 

That topics like feminism was discussed in a show such as The Simpsons was generally 

seen as worthy and 1.2 pointed out the fact that the society we live in has a twisted view 

of women and a show like The Simpsons can try to make you aware and change these 
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perspectives. This episode seems to be bringing up a topic in need of discussion, in a way 

that a typical satiric show will attempt with.  

8.7 Understanding the Episode 

Both groups seem to first of all have similarly perceived the two main recognized themes 

of the chosen respective episode “Lisa Vs. Malibu Stacy”. When both groups were 

questioned about what they had seen and understood from watching the episode, they all 

answered they observed gender role topics and issues of being too young or old in 

society. However only the first group used the word “feminism” during the interviews to 

describe the episodes handling, which is ultimately what the episode is mostly about. 

This is in brief what they said: 

 

1.2- Mm, the episode had a clear purpose and it was a feminist message,  

0.1- and did you find any more themes? 

1.4- it’s terrible to become old  

 

Being as the episode is seen, as stated earlier, “perhaps the most overt critique of sexism 

and patriarchy to ever appear in an episode of The Simpsons” (Henry, 2007), feminism is 

quite a correct term to use when describing this episode. Though the second group did 

not indicate feminism they did state the issues of gender roles and even supposedly 

described the characteristics of feminism. Participant 2.3 said: “Well there were actually 

several messages, it was partly about gender roles and erm it was well also about how the 

old and young feel about themselves”. So in the end feminism still felt as the main theme 

of topic discussed during the second interview even though without mentioning the 

word.  

 

The participants clearly understood our choice of episode to use in our focus group 

interviews, they essentially agreed with our reasons, such as, how the particular episode 

brought up “still talked about” issues in media, visible story topics and arguments. They 

also viewed the episode as a rather entertaining episode with numerous humorous 

references to the real world. Then they supposed the primary reason was because of the 

clear and “special” topic, regarding the roll of gender and age theme. One of the 

participants, 1.2, expressed: “It feels like it cannot be avoided by any one that there is a 

special theme”. They moreover talked about how the Malibu Stacy doll in the episode 

could be compared to a real world Barbie, therefore it seems they could relate to the girls 
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and Lisa in the episode interacting with the doll. The participant 1.2 stated: “Yes well, 

you really recognize the whole, this whole doll Malibu Stacy reminds you all about a 

classic Barbie, like, well it is supposed to represent it in principle and ehm that they got it 

to make it humorous, to contort that young girls are easily affected”. Also that the doll 

stood for how woman are presented in media and the society through stereotypes. For 

example 1.4 said: “[…] there was a lot about how it was a twisted view of women with 

the doll, they had illustrated, not in a feminist way but it was still, don’t know how to 

explain but they, showed women in a way, a stereotypical manner”.  

 

The episode also invoked a lot of discussion, especially in group two both regarding the 

episodes topics and even additional broader and deeper discussion. They talked about 

matters such as corporations, society and media criticism plus a lot of political talk and 

how political influence is incorporated into so much of society. As mentioned in the 

theory chapter (7.2.1) , carnivals have in history been an arena where the common people 

could criticize, ridicule and joke about people with a higher social status. Participant 2.3 

mentioned this when he said “ It is a critique on how it works in USA, how it has gotten 

out of hand”. He later explains further when he states that The Simpsons could be: “[…] a 

good forum for expressing social critique”.  

8.8 The Humor  

The episode’s humor was seen by 2.1 as “ [..] a bit funny but not more”, and described in 

one word by 1.2 as Irony, and by 1.3 as “somewhat dark humor”. Then 1.1 continued 

with “social criticism”, while 2.1 claimed:  “It works for everyone”. Also when the two 

groups were watching the episode there were some laughs and slightly more laughs were 

noticed in the first group. It was generally thought to be entertaining and it was 

understood to be a decent episode to watch. It became clear when watching the episode 

with the focus group participants that the laughs were spread out, the participants 

laughed both at the “simpler” jokes as well as the more satiric or “smart” jokes. The mix 

between the high and the low as Bakhtin describes is an intricate part of carnivalesque 

entertainment and our informants seemed to respond well to the combination. They 

mostly all believed the episodes type of humor was quite funny, so when asked why it 

was funny and try to define the humor. The first group replied it is funny because of its 

irony and dark humor explaining that: “ […] it plays on some other people's misfortune 

[…]” (1.3). Then 1.2 agreed and continued with stating that “it is much malice and irony 

that they are exaggerating, they strengthen it in a fun way, because it becomes so 
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excessive you get like this is not what I think it is like, no oh, this is serious this”. Overall 

The Simpsons humor seemed to be of an own kind, The Simpsons was seen to have their 

own special touch to their many jokes per minute. Participant 1.1 mentions:  “Well of 

course they have their humor, it is a bit special but it is societal criticism, it is well ehm, it 

is a really boring humor most often, but they get the message across, that they do”. In 

the end, the humor is not termed as satire by the groups nonetheless they fundamentally 

use the characteristics of typical satiric comedy to help them describe the humor.  

 

The groups thought that the humors’ exaggeration feature was a key part of The Simpsons 

numerous jokes and humor. Which is interesting since it can be claimed that 

exaggeration is a key characteristic of satire. As mentioned earlier, when we define satire, 

we say it uses irony and exaggeration to make fun of human faults and foolishness with 

the purpose of trying to correct improper human behavior (Applebee, 1997). Also the 

focus group participants found several things that could be considered magical or 

imaginary. The main argument seemed to be that the animation itself created a world 

where the unexpected could happen. Participant 1.2 strengthed this when she said, “[…] 

that they embellish, that they exaggerate in a fun way […]”. They also mentioned that a 

viewer needs to know and be aware of happenings and such to really appreciate the 

humor. They basically mean that well-informed people that view a show like The Simpsons 

would think it funnier because they see the smart comedy in it more clearly. In relation to 

this 1.1 and 1.3 mentioned at different times:  

 

1.1 – […] you have to understand, what is it that they make jokes about and what 

they are making fun of and who they pick on as well. So you still have to 

have with you a lot to like be able to keep up with the reasoning. And then 

you still have to understand a little about the subject from the beginning and 

usually you have of course an opinion about things. (.) But then one can get a 

different perspective about it maybe. 

 

1.2 – […] Dad loves it. It is his favorite well like his favorite. Because there's so 

much dark humor. Because he really, I mean, are you well-educated so, yeah 

well you can laugh at it in a completely different way than if you do not 

understand it. 
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Henry (2012) believe satire operates at a more intellectual level than for example 

clowning humor, it requires more understanding from viewers who are expected, first, to 

comprehend what is being ridiculed plus to know what an idyllic world is supposed to 

look like.  

 

Then in regards to the “neutral” aspect of The Simpsons satire and their targets, the group 

participants did not feel offended by the respective humor that was understood in the 

episode even though the show will make fun of behavior and actions that the 

participants could relate to or even feel targeted by. So in the end because the humor is 

so exaggerated they did not feel offended. Furthermore the second group believes the 

combination of the shows seriousness and their corresponding humor is important for 

the show and its comedy worth:  

 

0.2-And does it affect positively or negatively, what do you guys think about it, 

just this about, that one brings a little criticism and messages for you to hear, do 

you think it is something that disturbs or is it just something that is?  

1.1 For me, it is positive  

0.2-Yeah, it is yeah  

1.1-It is   

1.2-But otherwise I would, I think, it would be ahh, well uninteresting  

0.2-Mm  

1.2-And watching The Simpsons, it's like it after all that which is fun, for them, all 

the episodes do bring up something that uh, ahh which is interesting, if there 

were no interesting questioning, it would just eh a children's program, sort of. 

 

In conclusion and in contrary to the perspective that the humor can be appreciated by 

everyone, the participants 2.2, who did not really like The Simpsons beforehand and was 

pretty quick in the second interview, to start to critique the shows humor and its 

particular influence. She eventually admitted that The Simpsons could be fairly funny at 

times and she could occasionally begin to chuckle and enjoy watching it. So this can 

support the notion that the humor has something for everyone to enjoy. This person 

who did not really favor the show could still acknowledge it has a rather worthy sense of 

humor.  
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8.9 Characteristics of Satire 

Since we are studying The Simpsons through a satiric lens as a source of information we 

found it interesting that the word “satire” was only mentioned once during the interviews 

in the form of “social satire”. Therefore we decided with the help of the chart on the 

following page to show how many times the key characteristics of satire are cited during 

our two focus group interviews. These words were chosen in regards to the definition of 

satire, see chapter 7.1.1. Since we have established that these words are key 

characteristics of satire, we found it interesting to examine how often the participants 

talked about topics related to satire without mentioning it in a direct way. This chart 

helped us realize that the participants take in satire unintentionally and without 

mentioning the word itself. This all raises the question; do people in general even know 

what satire is?  

 

There are of course many other words and statements that were mentioned during the 

interviews that could be associated to satire but we had to limit our selection of key 

words. The reason that we have not mentioned a satiric key word such as “stereotype”, 

even though it was mentioned numerous times, is that there were many other 

possibilities via other words or meanings mentioned during the interviews to be 

perceived to have the same meaning as stereotypical. Therefore we would have been 

required to interpret what the participants described as stereotypical and therefore our 

interpretations could have affected the results of how many times it was mentioned. 

Stewart et al. (2007) also mention the issue of interpretation in relation to focus group 

research claiming that “a great deal of the skepticism about the value of focus groups 

probably arises from the perception that focus group data are subjective and difficult to 

interpret” (p.109). That is why we chose these words and counted the amount of times 

they were actually mentioned, which in turn offers a picture of how much of the satire 

was perceived and how much of the discussion that revolved around satire.  
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8.10 Summary 

To summarize the result chapter, all of the focus groups participants had previously seen 

The Simpsons and had opinions about the show. The use of animation as a format for 

spreading knowledge or information turned out to be inconclusive since there were some 

participants who opposed to the use of animation for this purpose. sFor the reason that 

they were not overall interested in animated comedies. Swedish and American culture 

was perceived as quite similar and the theme of the episode was relatable to Sweden 

according to both groups. The four genres we based our theoretical perspectives were all 

discussed either directly or indirectly. The participants could all follow the main themes 

and they generally understood the satiric references of the episode. The humor was 

depicted as somewhat dark and that well-informed people in some opinion were more 

likely to enjoy a show like The Simpsons.  

9. Discussion 

In this chapter we will discuss the result summaries of our study and the outcome of the 

focus group interviews. We discuss the eventual conclusions that can be drawn using the 

help of our theories that we have centered our study on and challenge our theories and 

assumptions when necessary. 
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9.1 Method discussion 

This is a study carried out in a small scale and it would of course given us a more 

conclusive answer to our question if the study had been larger, if we would have 

conducted more focus group interviews, etc. However overlooking the smaller scale that 

the study was created in, we are still satisfied by the amount of material and answers that 

we gathered. Another limitation to the study is the ages of the focus group participants. 

If the we would have interviewed people from different age-groups the results may have 

differed. The episode raised discussions both within and outside the episodes theme. 

There were some issues regarding the recruitment and location for our interviews, for 

example we had small problems in synchronizing time and location in a way that would 

suit all participants. We decided to perform the first interview at the home of one of the 

moderators as it turned out that the participants of group one all lived close by and were 

familiar with the location. The second group interview was conducted on a Friday as 

most students have that afternoon off and we chose to hold the interview at Karlstad 

University as the participants all knew of the location and could get there easily. We are 

contented with the choice of informants, as all were part of the discussion and no one 

was left behind, the feeling was that there were no clear hierarchy during the discussions 

and that helped create a relaxed environment.  

9.2 Differences 

There was minor difference in how much previous knowledge the participants of the 

focus groups had about The Simpsons, they all had some previous knowledge. The 

participants who expressed that they had seen more of it were generally optimistic in the 

way the show could be used to spread information and knowledge. Moreover the ages 

did not differ much and it would have maybe strengthened our study if the age 

difference within the groups were greater, however this is not possible to prove, or of 

any significance now.  

9.3 Advantages and Disadvantages of Animation 

We found several advantages and disadvantages when using animated satire as a vehicle 

for spreading information and knowledge. The animation helped the humoristic aspect 

of the show in that is was by some not taken “too serious”. Our participants found it 

easier to receive a message with the aid of humor in contrast to when someone dictates 

messages in a purely informational manner. It was also mentioned that the creators and 

writers could hide behind the characters of the show and thereby be more controversial 
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and more open about their opinions than a real actor could. This is one of the key 

advantages of using animation to promote satire, as society’s norms do not affect a 

created character. Another positive aspect of animation that we understood was that our 

participants, even though animated, could relate to the show’s imaginary world. It was 

mentioned that it was a reflection of our world and to be able to present that through 

animation can make the messages even more clear.  

 

The negative aspects of animation that also came up during the focus groups was for 

instance that it was hard to take the themes grounded in “real” life serious because of the 

animated form. This was something that surprised us to some extent as we believed the 

themes of the show to be relevant even outside the shows context but as the interviews 

proved, it could for some, be difficult to fully appreciate the real parts of the show. It 

was expressed that it would have been easier to connect with real life actors and that can 

be seen as an animation flaw. 

9.4 Theoretical perspective  

In this chapter we will present a discussion involving the result of our study. We will 

begin by discussing the theoretical concepts chosen for our study and what results we 

found relatable to them.  

9.4.1 Carnivalesque 

The participants of our focus groups mentioned a lot of features that could be related to 

the carnivalesque theory. For instance the concept of having a character “on the 

audience side”, where Lisa was considered the obvious protagonist according to our 

audiences was something that was being discussed. To have a voice of reason to help the 

audience, to help them see what is the common reaction to things is something very 

typical for carnivalesque entertainment according to Vittali (2010). The way the children 

(Lisa) are smart in the same time that adults are depicted as ignorant, stupid, driven by 

power and money is also something that our informants brought up and that can be 

strongly connected to Bakhtin’s view on the carnivalesque. Our participants seemed to 

be agreeing with Vittali’s view that exaggeration and freedom to break “real life” norms 

leads to a feeling of carnival, that not everything is what you expect and that the 

animated form helps The Simpsons to create this environment. The social criticism found 

in The Simpsons is also closely relatable to the carnivalesque and our informants pointed 

out different forms of criticism. An interesting part of our findings is the fact that 
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modern entertainment formats such as The Simpsons share many of its characteristics with 

older public entertainment traditions (carnivals).  

9.4.2 Magical Realism 

Our informants mentioned how the animated form can create of sense of freedom in a 

way that connects well with magical realism where “anything can happen”. Even though 

the issues were considered “realistic” The Simpsons were seen to use the magical and 

imaginary to clarify the messages, to exaggerate and thereby get their points across 

according to our focus groups. We found it interesting that our participants could relate 

to the story and themes of the episode they were shown and that proves The Simpsons 

offer realism. Thereby the mix of magic and reality provided our informants with a sense 

of reality highlighted by animation. However, some participants had a hard time to 

overlook the animation and could not see the reality in The Simpsons at the same extent as 

those who were more comfortable with animated comedy. As mentioned in the theory 

section (6.3.2) co-creator James L. Brooks’ ambition of having the audiences forget that 

they are watching a cartoon is thereby partly not fulfilled according to our study.  

To focus on Faris (2004) five characteristics of magical realism (see chapter 7.3.3) our 

participants discussed aspects relatable to several of them. For instance Faris writes “The 

reader may have difficulty reconciling contradictory understandings of events” and we 

found this to be true in some cases, especially in relation to the side story of the Grandpa 

when some informants did not understand what happened in the end. Faris also argues 

that “The text must contain an “irreducible element” of magic” and here it was clear that 

our participants saw animation as part of this, meaning that the animation itself can be 

considered as an irreducible element of magic (p.7). In conclusion we have found that 

the term magical realism may be best suited in relation to literature and not television. In 

literature the use of imagination is more needed and to us, that is only one principal part 

of magical realism.  

9.4.3 Satire 

In our study one of the questions we wanted to answer was whether the satire in The 

Simpsons is perceived and/or appreciated by its audiences? To answer this we referred to 

when the participants talked about satire's components such as exaggeration, irony and 

social critique. Though as the word “satire” was not commonly used we still cannot 

prove that they understand satire without interpreting the words our informants used 
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instead. However there is still an accurate assumption to say that satire is perceived and 

appreciated by our focus group participants as seen as in the chart in chapter 9.9.  

 

There were some issues regarding the use of satire as a source of information and 

entertainment as some of the participants mentioned that satiric humor could be difficult 

to translate to fit other nationalities. For example, if The Simpsons satirize American 

politics, it could be difficult to relate to as a Swedish (or other nationalities) audience. 

This is one of the negative aspects of satire, as it is often used to criticize societies, you 

need to be aware and have some or a lot of knowledge about the society being satirized.  

9.4.4 Infotainment 

In regard to our accumulating information and knowledge inquiry when watching The 

Simpsons, the participants of the two groups mentioned numerous times that The Simpsons 

would typically exaggerate their morale value messages. This is not a surprise since, as we 

have recognized, exaggeration is a key part when functioning satiric content. Yet 

according to many of the participants in the focus group interviews this type of “comedic 

overemphasis” made it more difficult to distinguish the possible information existing in 

the episode in a serious manner. This can in turn limit the information learnt when 

watching the show. On the other hand, since they still may have noticeably regarded the 

information material, it can then be concluded that it is possible to learn “something” 

when watching the show.  

 

It can arguably become more demanding to understand the shown episodes information-

material, as the material is just not as visible and direct as in for example news programs. 

Also while we still argue that infotainment can be used to study The Simpsons as an 

information source for their viewers, the theory “infotainment” is ultimately more 

relatable to news and entertainment with shows such as The Daily Show. This is however a 

reasonable assumption because The Simpsons are not as up to date as other satirical 

information-news TV shows because of the time it takes to produce a Simpsons episode. 

Still this time-craving production is not a big issue since we understood from our 

participants’ opinions that the themes and messages in the episodes of The Simpsons are 

still felt as very relevant and somewhat up to date. So it would not matter if they joked 

about an issue some time afterwards it occurred. 

 

It seemed during the interviews, usually when the participants discussed the particular 
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information shown in the episode; they did it while at the same time discussing the 

messages that were perceived in the shown episode. They stated that the messages or 

themes of the show tried to inform about society issues and other smaller elements such 

as historical events or film references. Thus it can be argued that because of the many 

popular culture and religious or historical references that are numerously joked about in 

the episode. There are then plenty of opportunities to learn about history, religion and 

current events. It was also during the discussions that it became apparent that many 

thought it was slightly more difficult to apprehend the information because of its fast 

paced humorous and exaggerated form. This consequently made the participants regard 

only a small part of the information or issues focused on in the episode and they could 

only grasp some of the many different references.  

10. Future Research 

When performing our study we have discovered some possibilities for future research in 

the area of satire and television. From a Swedish perspective it could be fascinating to 

research satire and television on a national level where topics and issues are fully 

concentrated to a specific geographic area. As mentioned in the method discussion (10.1) 

it would have been interesting to perform a study on a similar theme but on a larger 

scale, this could help create possibility for more accurate generalizations and would make 

the result more distinct. In the interviews, several of the participants possibly considered 

South Park and Family Guy as better and funnier examples of satiric comedy than The 

Simpsons. Therefore it would have been interesting to perform a comparative study 

between these shows and focus on which provides the better satire.  

 

If we would have further researched this area we might have tried to answer the 

following questions:  

 

• Are animated satirical comedy programs more or less limited in informing their 

viewers compared to non-animated shows? 

• Is an education level really a factor when appreciating satirical comedy? 

• How important is satire in a democratic society? 
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11. Conclusion 

With this study we asked ourselves if audiences of The Simpsons could understand 

messages within the shows entertainment context through its use of satire? 

 

So when trying to solve this enquiry it can be argued that satire used with animation has 

both advantages and disadvantages, for instance we found that the animated format can 

be used to reach new and different audiences with messages and information that they 

perhaps would not gather otherwise. However there is an opposing side to this argument 

where the reasoning seems to be that it can be difficult to take the issues spread via 

animation in a serious manner. When used incorrectly, exaggeration can be a negative 

aspect of satire as it can partly weaken the effect of the satire itself; therefore The Simpsons 

must be careful not to step over the line when using its satire too fulfill its potential. It 

can possibly be of great advantage to attempt to enlighten people with new information 

through watching The Simpsons. As we believe our study has proven that people who are 

fascinated and enjoying themselves will engage with the presented information at a 

greater level. It can be further argued, we discover more detail when we enjoy looking for 

it; consequently satire as a type of information source for people may be rather fitting if 

it comes in the form of a humor program such as The Simpsons. Besides being 

entertaining and funny The Simpsons is also full of satiric material, the show with its satire 

has the conscious purpose to spread awareness of society faults and world issues. People 

seem to pick up on the themes and critical meanings behind the shows humor if they are 

at the same time feeling relaxed and entertained, a show trying to inform while being 

humorous will feel less dreary and repetitive. 

 

In addition it can be presumed that when discussing The Simpsons and their satiric value, 

audiences will mention satires main features without even realizing it themselves. They 

can discuss the advantages and disadvantages when The Simpsons ridicule and joke about 

serious matters. As well as describe key parts of satiric material though they do not fully 

understand what satires main concern and feature really is. People do seem to be familiar 

with the many parts of satire and yet not satire itself. The satiric elements of The Simpsons 

can be considered as clear; societal critique, exaggeration and irony, all help create the 

shows identity and thereby the show can be used to present real life issues and open the 

eyes of its viewers. Despite this it cannot be entirely proven that the audiences gather 

information and knowledge as the satire of The Simpsons is more likely to evoke thoughts 
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than be informative. Thereby The Simpsons challenges the infotainment concept, as it 

cannot fully be integrated within the boundaries of this theory. The Simpsons shares its 

place on the border of infotainment media with other animated television comedies. The 

Simpsons role as creators of a new genre, where animation and satirical comedy is 

combined, should not be underrated. Without The Simpsons it is likely that critically 

acclaimed shows such as Family Guy and South Park would not exist today, as The Simpsons 

can be determined as the original groundbreaking source for this satiric animated genre.   

 

In conclusion, even though the shows humor added difficulty in recognizing the 

presented satiric material, the participants, nonetheless believed it was more enjoyable to 

view the episodes supposed moral value teachings through its comedy format. So relating 

back to what White and Holman (2011) stated about informing by way of entertainment. 

A show like The Simpsons compared to regular news programs in media is less effective in 

providing factual information; it can still however help grab the attention of its viewers. 

It can make their viewers become interested in learning more, and seek further 

knowledge and information concerning respective matters and events. The Simpsons does 

not provide its audience with real information and knowledge nevertheless its use of 

satire is likely to act as a fairly effective tool for invoking interest and awareness in a 

presented topic such as feminism, ageing and much more. 

12. Implications for Society 
	  
Today we live in an on-demand society where consumers of various media are used to 

getting what they want, when they want. Studies have shown that young people, in 

countries all over the world, prioritize entertainment and “soft” news over actual 

information and news media. This trend can be found in all types of media such as radio, 

newspapers and television and has led to a need for informative media to merge more 

with entertainment media. There is a risk that people will to an even greater extent 

gravitate towards the diversion side of media and this can in turn lead to a society where 

news and other information sources will be marginalized and that can affect how we 

engage in political issues or societal matters. The use of humor is, to spread knowledge 

and awareness is not a new phenomenon but with a society that leans more towards 

amusement, humor can be an important part in keeping people informed. To provide 

entertainment that include elements of social criticism, historical events and modern 

issues can show to be vital in “teaching” people about the world they live in. The Simpsons 
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can be said to be an example of a television show that contains all of these elements, 

people can recognize and relate themselves to the humor in the show.  

 

The conclusions that we have made from our study can be said to prove that 

entertainment such as The Simpsons can be used as a tool for spreading knowledge, even 

though it perhaps works better to invoke thoughts and challenge the opinions of 

audiences. Societies and people must be careful not to put too great of trust in this 

combination of entertainment and information as it provides the producers with an 

opportunity to guide and steer what is being watched in front of the TV as well as in 

other art forms. This development can ultimately lead to a society where people can 

become very passive and essentially not engage in society matters.  

 

There is optimism when looking at this progress as well, to even assume that a show like 

The Simpsons can provide its viewers with knowledge is greatly satisfying. A society 

where you as a citizen can be entertained and satisfied in combination with learning can 

mean that young audiences, perhaps without even noticing, gather knowledge and 

information through entertainment.  
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14. Appendix 

14.1 Original Quotes from Focus Group Interviews 
 

Data gathered:  

Focus Group 1 - 2014-05-07 

Focus Group 2 – 2014-05-09 

 

Every new quote or dialogue starts with a hyphen (-) 

 

- […] Och jag tycker nog att animerat kan ha en fördel istället. Det är risk för att bli tramsigt men 

de kan även leka med fantasin. Hur mycket som helst liksom. Ta ut svängarna och verkligen. Så 

jag tror att det kan vara ett bra forum för att få ut samhällskritik så sätt. Det tror jag.” (2:3) p.32 

 

- Homer eller Bart skiter fullständigt i det under avsnittet liksom. (1.3) p.32 

 

- “Nej precis man kan skydda sig lite bakom och få distans från dom om man håller det 

animerat” (1:2). p.32 

 

- Ja. Men åsikterna och liksom budskapet, det är på riktigt. Men jag tror att jag tagit åt mig det 

mer om det var riktiga människor liksom. (2.2) p.32 

 

- ”Jag tror att om i och med att det är tecknat så blir det inte liksom nån enskild person eller 

verklig människa som står för det och du kan överdriva mycket mer och liksom så hära äh i den 

verkligheten så kan du hitta på olika saker också, göra allting större, och liksom mera överdrivet, 

det känns ju inte trovärdigt att ha det som människor och därför man gör det liksom, för det blir 

att man förstår att det är humor inte verkligheten och bara en kommentar om verkligheten 

liksom, det skulle kanske bli mer påtagligt om det va riktiga människor” – (1:1) p.33 

 

- Måste du ta åt dig information av någon anledning, jag vet inte vad det skulle vara men du 

kanske måste veta någonting om en viss produkt eller så för att kunna använda den sen. Då är 

det ofta väldigt tråkig information att ta in. Då hade det varit bra kanske om det hade varit någon 

humoristisk liten bit i det. […] (1.4) p.33 

 

- “alla avsnitt tar ju upp nånting, som äh ah som är intressant, intressanta frågor så skulle det inte 

finnas så skulle det bara va ett barnprogram typ”. (2.2) p.33 

 

- 2:1 -Det är enklast, det är lättare att skratta en å liksom stå å skrika på varandra eller ja  
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2:2 -Ja, det är lättare att ta åt sig när det är på ett roligt sätt istället för när det är nån som står och 

dikterar så här  

(p.34) 

 

- Men det var som vi sa i början att skämta till allvaret liksom, det når ut, det tror jag.” (2.2) p.34 

 

- “Det hade varit mer kanske om det var ett politiskt budskap i ett utav avsnitten eftersom 

politiken skiljer ganska mycket länderna emellan. Så skulle det kunna vart det, men i detta tycker 

jag nog ändå att, ja det kan jag relatera till”. (1.4) p.34 

 

- 2.2- Men sen tror jag också, alltså sitter det fem grabbar i 14-års åldern och kollar på det här 

avsnittet då tror jag kanske att de är såhär ”Fan vad töntigt”, liksom lite sådära. Fast sen så tror 

jag, ja men då kanske de hade diskuterat det och liksom, ja gud vad töntigt så här är det ju inte. 

Fast sen så tror jag ändå att de hade fått med sig någonting när de går hem liksom. Det tror jag 

nog, sen tror jag inte att de är såhär, jaha är det såhär det funkar imorgon ska jag fan ta och ändra 

på det här och så går de till skolan också. Ja. Det tror jag inte 

2.3 – Nej men så frön liksom 

2.2 – Alltså, ja 

2.1 – Mm 

2.3 – Det tror jag att man gör. Bara av att de har sett det eftersom jag anser att det är så 

uppenbart vad de vill ha sagt. Då fastnar det ju hos folk som tittar på det. Det gör det nog. Sen 

vad man gör med de tankarna liksom.  

(p.35) 

 

- […] Men jag tror att South Park till exempel har imponerat skiten ur mycket ungdomar som 

kanske är i de yngre åldrarna, såhär 14 kan nog tycka det är superhäftigt. Så jag tror att de har 

makt att påverka yngre personer det tror jag absolut.  (2.3) p.35 

 

 - […] Man kanske skulle ta till sig och förstå vad de menar men man kanske inte skulle ändra sig. 

(1.1) p.35 

 

- Absolut om du gillar humorn genomgående så att du följer avsnitten så att du kommer tillbaka 

varje vecka, kollar varje avsnitt. Liksom gillar det som, gillar karaktärerna, tycker det är roligt, det 

är liksom underhållande och plötsligt så slänger de in sådana där småbitar kanske med riktlinjer 

eller försöker rikta en åt något håll i en viss fråga. Så blir det lätt att du blir påverkad av det för du 

tar ju åt dig humorn varje vecka och du kanske tar, åt dig även det då. (1.4) p. 36 
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- Jag tänkte på det att det är väldigt typiskt i avsnittet att det är en kvinna, eller ja en tjej då, som 

reagerar på det feministiska. Nu är visserligen de karaktärerna så i Simpsons, att det är Lisa som 

reagerar på sånt här. Men det känns som att om det skulle vara någon annan person som skulle 

ha den rollen så är det väldigt typiskt att en tjej reagerar på det feministiska, ok det är ju tjejer det 

berör såklart, men det skulle aldrig hända att det var en kille som reagerar så. Och tar det 

initiativet och driver den frågan känns det som. Utan det känns som att det är väldigt 

könsrollsindelat. (1.4) p.36 

 

- Det var en intressant reflektion, jag tänkte inte på det men det är ju sant. Att de hade kunnat 

göra så att, ja nu är ju Lisa så liksom som du sa, men att ja faktiskt. Det skulle ju. De hade ju gått 

mer från könsrollerna om killarna hade reagerat på det. Och sen också att de andra tjejerna var 

såhär Hihihi, fattade ingenting det var bara Lisa som fattade liksom problemet. Men de kanske 

också samtidigt ha det och visa så för att inte alltså, ja men för att ta upp problemet till ytan. Att 

inte många ser vad det faktiskt är så […]. (1.2) p.36 

 

- […] Att det är en tjej som reagerar på det och att det är en tjej som driver hela avsnittet och att 

ingen annan bryr sig egentligen. Homer eller Bart skiter fullständigt i det under avsnittet liksom. 

(1.4) p.37 

 

- […] försvarade den kvinnliga stereotypen mycket […] (2.3) p.37 

 

- […] Har man två barn, en pojke och en flicka. Då är flickan den där duktiga, söta tjejen liksom 

och pojken är den där busiga, tokiga killen som springer och skriker.  (2.2) p.37 

 

- Medelåldersmän har makten (2.2) p.37 

 

- 2.2 - Ja men det är ju tjejer som ska va söta och fina och lite dumma. Medans killar ska liksom 

kriga lite  

2.1- Ja, kriga å tjäna pengar och sitta på kunskapen och makten liksom  

(p.37) 

 

- 1.2-Mmm det hade tydligt syfte avsnittet å det va ett feministiskt budskap  

0.1-Ö hittade ni några fler teman?  

1.4-Hemskt att bli gammal,  

(p.38) 

 

- det va väl egentligen flera budskap, dels var det ju om könsroller och öhm det var väl om hur 
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gamla känner och unga känner sig (2.3) p.38 

 

-Det känns inte att det kan undgå nån att det är ett speciellt tema (1.2) p.38 

 

-Ja asså, man känner igen hela den, hela den här dockan Malibu Stacy påminner ju om som 

klassiska barbie, liksom, asså det ska ju föreställa det i princip och ä att dom fick det till att göra 

det humoristiskt, att ö, förvrida att att öhm unga tjejer är lätt påverkade liksom (1.2) p.39 

 

- Men det va ju mycket att det va skev kvinnosyn med dockan, dom hade målat upp det, inte 

feministiskt sätt men det va ju ändå aaa, vet inte hur jag ska försklar men dom frammålade tjejer 

på ett sätt, stereotypiskt sätt (1.4) p.39 

 

- Det är en kritik om ungefär hur det funkar i USA liksom hur det har spårat ur mycket. (2.3) 

p.39 

 

- Så jag tror att det kan vara ett bra forum för att få ut samhällskritik (2.3) p.39 

 

-Det är liksom lite så där små skojigt men inte mer (2.1) p.39 

 

-  Ironi (1.2) p.39 

 

- Ganska svart humor (1.3) p.39 

 

- Samhällskritik (1.1) p.39 

 

- Det funkar för alla (2.1) p.39 

 

- Aaa det är mycket skadeglädje och ironi och att dom överdriver, att dom förstärker på ett kul 

sätt, för det blir så pass överdrivet att man fattar så det är inte att man tror att det är så där nehe, 

det är allvar det här (1.2) p.39 

 

- Det klart Simpson dom har ju sin humor liksom, den är lite speciell, men den är ju en 

samhällskritik, det är det ju, öhm det är ju jävligt tråkig humor oftast, ne dom får ju fram 

budkapet, det får dom ju (1.1) p.40 

 

- […] att dom överdriver, att dom förstärker på ett kul sätt […] (1.2) p.40 
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- Du måste ju ha med dig ens för att förstå skämten. Du måste ju förstå, vad är det som de 

skämtar om och vad de skämtar mot och vem de hackar på liksom. Så du måste ändå ha med dig 

massa för att liksom kunna hänga med i resonemanget. Och då måste man ändå förstå lite om 

ämnet från början och oftast har man ju en åsikt om saker och ting. Men sen kan man ju få en 

annan synvinkel på det kanske. (1.1) p.40 

 

- Nej, pappa älskar det. Det är hans favorit liksom. För att det är så mycket svart humor. För att 

han verkligen, jag menar är du allmänbildad så. Ja man kan skratta åt det på ett helt annat sätt än 

om man inte förstår det. (1.3) p.40 

 

- 0.2- Och påverkar det positivt eller negativt va ni tycker om det, just det hära, att man har med 

lite kritik och budskap å så höra, tycker ni det är nånting som stör eller är det bara nånting som 

är?  

1.1-För mig är det positivt  

0.2-Det är det ja  

1.1-Det är det  

1.2-Men annars skulle jag, tror jag, det skulle bli ah, alltså ointressant  

0.2-Mmm  

1.2-Och titta på Simpsons, det är ju liksom det som ändå är det roliga, för dom, alla avsnitt tar ju 

upp nånting, som äh, ah som är intressant, intressanta frågor så skulle det inte finnas så skulle det 

bara va ett barnprogram typ (p.41) 

 

 

 

 

 


